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Editor’s Note
Dana Duma

PhD Professor at UNATC “I.L. Caragiale”, Bucharest

T

he main topic of this new issue of ‘Close up’ is self-reflexivity, approached
through different grids. In my own article, self-representations of the medium
in New Romanian Cinema are compared with metacinematic Romanian films
from before 1990, in an attempt to reveal different objectives of their use. While in recent
films this device is ‘a method of working’ (according Gilles Deleuze) meant to provoke
moral reflections on cinema and its connections to reality, the older films favoured the
subversive side of the trope ‘a film within a film’, very efficient in its ‘higher justifications’
full of political allusions. Alexandru Sterian includes considerations on some films from
the later category (A Girl’s Tear, Reconstruction) in his article, which examines the aesthetic
impoverishment of film due to the ubiquity of digital technology.
A self-reflexive film, Touch me not by Adina Pintilie inspired the text signed by professor
Wang Yao from the Beijing Film Academy, whose anticipation of our cinema evolution is
suggested by the title itself: ‘Adina Pintilie and the end of Romanian New Wave’. In his text
Andrei Gorzo considers one of the prominent films of this movement, Corneliu Porumboiu’s
Police, Adjective as a dramatization of Peter Wollen’s influential 1969 adaptation of Charles
Sanders Peirce’s trichotomy of signs – iconic, indexical and symbolic signs – to the field
of film theory. Irina Trocan’s article compares Andrei Ujică’s The Autobiography of Nicolae
Ceaușescu (2010) and Penny Lane’s Our Nixon (2013) – two found footage presidential
portraits suggesting to what extent the fabrication of a presidential image is not the consequence of censorship and controlled culture, but inherent to the audiovisual medium.
Other contributions approach general issues of cinema. For instance, Dorina Pricop’s
text compares the terms ‘author’s rights’ and ‘copyright’, components of the mechanism for
protecting spiritual creations, especially moral rights granted to the author of cinematic
works. Two authors approach, in their articles, modern trends in international cinema:
Georgiana Mușat examines the relationship between film and video games, while Iolanda
Gîrleanu analyzes the role of silence in Gravity’s soundtrack. I want to thank all the contributors and to invite new ones to collaborate on our next issues.
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Self-reflexivity in New Romanian
Cinema: a method of working
Dana Duma

National University of Theatre and Film ‘I.L. Caragiale’ Bucharest
duma.dana@gmail.com
Abstract
Self-reflexivity in the films of New Romanian Cinema can be examined through the
prism of a general tendency of modern cinema, a form of expressing self-awareness,
called by Gilles Lipovetsky and Jean Serroy ‘the distance-image’ in their book ‘The
Global Screen’. The two scholars consider it as ‘a mode of cognitive distancing’,
necessary to provoke a reflexion on cinema, and the films with this agenda a kind
of dialogue of cinema with itself, ‘a questioning the seventh art undertakes of its
connections with reality.’ The relevant claim provides methodological suggestions
to compare Romanian films from before 1990 which are marked by self-reflexivity
(such as Reconstruction by Lucian Pintilie, Sequences by Alexandru Tatos, A Girl’s Tear
by Iosif Demian and Microphone Test by Mircea Danieliuc) to recent movies belonging
to NRC (such as 12:08 East of Bucharest and Metabolism, both by Corneliu Porumboiu,
The Happiest Girl in the World by Radu Jude or Adalbert’s Dream by Gabriel Achim).
Attempting to investigate self-reflexivity in NRC, the paper also borrows ideas from
Gilles Deleuze, who thinks it is a ‘a method of working’ to reveal inconvenient truths
(in his book Cinema 2. Time-Image, 1989). According to him, there are situations
when the use of the trope ‘a film within a film’ is based on a ‘higher justification’,
believing that in all the arts’ the work within the work has often been linked to
the consideration of an investigation, a revenge, a conspiracy or a plot’. Visible in
reflexive Romanian movies made before 1990, this tendency diminished in the
last two decades. The New Romanian Cinema reflection on the medium no longer
turns to metaphors and hints, but is configured with the help of realist tools. The
article demonstrates that self-reflexive and meta-cinematic movies of the directors
belonging to Romanian new realism are less ‘subversive’.
Keywords
reflexivity, New Romanian Cinema, distance-image, modernism, self-criticism of the
medium, Lucian Pintlie, Cristi Puiu, Corneliu Porumboiu, Gilles Deleuze

T

he New Romanian Cinema’s definitive reputation as a realist movement might
give the impression that any discussion on modernism in this case would be superfluous. However, there are forms of self-reflexivity and meta-fictional narratives

PHD Professor, Dana Duma is currently teaching at the National University of Theatre and Film
in Bucharest. Member of FIPRESCI, she is a regular contributor to mainstream and specialized film
press in Romania and abroad and a frequent member of international festival juries. She published
the books Self portraits of Cinema, Gopo, Benjamin Fondane cineaste and Woody Allen, a bufoon and a
philosopher and edited critical anthologies such as Cinema 2000, Tendencies in European cinema, The
Personality of Latin-American cinema. She is the director of the FILM magazine.
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Mircea Diaconu in
Sequences

in this cinema not incompatible with the ‘objective realism’ characteristic for most of the
films, especially because they avoid visual and narrative artifices. Some critics attribute
these modernist tendencies to the influence of pre-1989 cinema, especially to films made
by Lucian Pintilie, Mircea Daneliuc, Alexandru Tatos or Iosif Demian.
Although this influence is undeniable, I will attempt to demonstrate that self-representation of the medium in most New Romanian Cinema films has other objectives
and is not necessarily rooted in the Romanian modernist cinema of the 1970s and 1980s.
These films were more interested in activating the (political) subversive potential of the
reflexive or meta-cinematic devices, whereas the new films of the 2000s examine the nature
of filmmaking and privilege the (self ) critical possibilities of reflexivity. This characteristic
seems to be a rather modernist approach, as the influential critic Clement Greenberg
‘identifies modernism globally with one general trait: aesthetic self-reflection’ (Kovács
2007:12). Moreover, a comparison between one of the best reflexive films made before
1989 with the films signed by the new directors would reveal a similar belief in cinema as
‘high culture, as opposed to ‘mass entertainment’1.
Certainly the representation of the medium, present even in early silent cinema (see
for example the animated films Humorous Phases of Funny Faces, Stuart Blackton, 1906,
or Little Nemo, Winsor McCay, 1911), has become a general practice today, with various aesthetic and narrative aims. This tendency of modern cinema, a form of expressing
self-awareness, is called by Gilles Lipovetsky and Jean Serroy (2008) ‘the distance-image’2 in
their book The Global Screen. They define self-reflexivity as ‘a way of cognitive distancing’,
necessary to provoke a reflexion on cinema, adding that the movies that undertake this
appear to us as dialogues of cinema with itself, a questioning the seventh art undertakes
of its connections with reality and with the plethora of images of the times, of its relation
with History and with its own history, of its specificity and its place in a world increasingly
virtual (Lipovetski and Serroy 2008: 118).
8 | Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018
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The fragment referring to ‘the connections with reality’ seems to concern a prevailingly
realist movement like The New Romanian Cinema. In order to examine that relation we
should delve into the films from before 1990 that are said to have influenced the filmmakers
of the New Romanian Cinema to a higher degree and are included in the Top Ten list of
best Romanian films ever made, compiled in 20083. The following examples are marked
by self-reflexivity and have been related, further to the post-revolutionary re-evaluations,
among the key titles of Romanian cinema. In addition to Reconstruction (Reconstituirea,
Lucian Pintilie, 1968) this list includes Sequences (Secvenţe, AlexandruTatos 1982), A Girl’s
Tear (O lacrimă de fată, Iosif Demian,1980) and Microphone Test (Probă de microfon, Mircea
Daneliuc 1980). The four films are also considered of major relevance by the Hungarian
critic Lázlo Stráusz:
‘By putting reflexive stories about filmmakers on the screen, not only
could the directors articulate their critical opinion about the regime’s
attempts to define prescribed identities for individuals and the nation and
forge national history, but they could also connect with high cinematic
modernism and its scepticism about the existence of those fixed identities
or histories’. (Stráusz,2017: 52)

A HIGHER JUSTIFICATION
Reconstruction has become a mythical film after being banned from movie theatres, one
month after its opening (January, 1970) – being seen, nevertheless, by more than 400,000
spectators –, an embodiment of the very idea of subversive cinema, a sarcastic mirroring
of an abusing regime, which, after recognising its own depiction, tried to destroy it. Most
of the interpretations developed after the re-release of the film, in 1990, refer mainly to
the implicit meanings, to the sarcastic political hints seldom discussing the film in relation
with matters of self-reflexivity and the specificity of the medium. Starting from a true-life
case (witnessed by the author of the story on which the film is based on, Horia Pătrașcu),
the film follows, almost in real time, the making of an educational documentary about
two young men who got drunk and had a fight at the high-school graduation party and
who, after hitting the waiter with a bottle of beer, were arrested for ‘disorderly conduct’.
(Just because the two teenagers are forced to re-enact their fight, “Reenactment” seems a
more appropriate Anglophone title than “Reconstruction”.)
The two youths unlawfully retained in custody, Vuică (George Mihăiță) and Ripu
(Vladimir Găitan), are told they will be set free in exchange for their participation in the
filmed re-enactment of the incident. An authoritarian prosecutor (George Constantin)
is there to control the shooting, assisted by a zealous corporal who provides ‘directorial’
indications, just as Polonius in Hamlet. ‘Let it be like in real life. Don’t overdo it, but don’t
under-do it either’.
Despite being aware that this is ‘a minor incident’ and that the two are legally free, the
prosecutor continues to threaten them that they will end up in prison if they do not perform
Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018 | 9
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‘authentically’. The cameraman joins the directorial indications with precise orders: ‘Hit
him in the mouth, hit him again!’ The three-fold indications cancel each other’s effect so
that he young men’s acting is phony and, as tensions increase, the scene of Vuică’s tumbling
is repeated again and again, until his head hits a rock and he dies. His agony, witnessed
by a crowd who is just leaving a football match, amplifies the drama of this absurd death,
which is ignored by its moral author – the prosecutor.
The exceptional value of Reconstruction lies mainly in the deep analysis of the possibilities of cinema to record life (whether by fair or unfair means), to provoke reactions and
attitudes. Self-reflexivity is not a narcissistic or exotic trick here, but a ‘working method’
for revealing inconvenient truths. Proposed by Gilles Deleuze in his book Cinema 2 The
Time-Image (1989: 77), the concept ‘a method of working’ appears to be quite appropriate
to analyze he aims and means of this film.
According to Deleuze, a focus on self-reflexivity in cinema should be performed in
the terms of ‘crystal-image’ which can be defined as ‘an image with two sides, actual and
virtual’. He claims:
It is as if an image in a mirror, a photo or a postcard came to life, assumed
independence and passed into the actual, even if this meant that the actual
image returned into the mirror and resumed its place in the postcard or
photo, following a double movement of liberation and capture (Deleuze
1989: 68).
In many self-reflexive films, especially those labelled as self-portraits (Fellini’s 8 ½,
1963, François Truffaut’s Day for Night, 1973 or Tom Di Cillo’s’ Living in Oblivion, 1995
the ‘crystal-image’ captures the shifting relation between reality and fiction, and it catches
the way in which they influence each other. There are situations when the use of the trope
‘a film within a film’ is based on a ‘higher justification’, as Deleuze explains:
The film within the film does not signal an end of history, and is no
more self-sufficient than is the flashback or the dream: it is just a method
of working, which must be justified from elsewhere. In fact, it is a mode
of the crystal-image. If this mode is used, then it has to be grounded on
considerations capable of giving it a higher justification. It will be observed
that, in all the arts, the work within the work has often been linked to the
consideration of a surveillance, an investigation, a revenge, a conspiracy or
a plot (1989: 77).
In the case of Pintilie’s film, the appropriate words would be ‘an act of surveillance’
and ‘an investigation’. Although it is presented as an allegory about the relation between
Art and Power, Reconstruction stood out, especially at the time of its opening, also due to
the realistic description of the medium itself. Despite Reconstruction making use of realistic
tools (location shooting, time unity, handheld camera, staging in depth) we cannot talk
10 | Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018
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about ‘objective realism’ because Pintilie cannot resist the temptation to stress the symbolic
meaning (like the close-up on the 16mm camera being loaded, or the shot that shows the
set through the filming lens, after the prosecutor plays with the camera and refocuses the
lens. Of course, Reconstruction has become a model for the directors of the New Romanian
Cinema, according to the statements of some of them (for instance, Corneliu Porumboiu
in the interview given to the magazine Positif 4), but this is an ethical model, rather than
an aesthetic one. Andrei Gorzo shares this opinion, claiming that Pintilie’s film might be
considered ‘a source of moral inspiration’ but demonstrates it does not really anticipate
the aesthetics of the New Romanian Cinema, mostly because ‘the cinematic spectacle is
conceived in a tradition which is very different from that represented by Stuff and Dough
and The Death of Mr Lazarescu’ (Gorzo 2013: 6).
Rated fifth in the Top Ten of Romanian films according to the critics, Sequences (1982)
by Alexandru Tatos is compared by almost all commentators with François Truffaut’s Day
for Night, 1973) because it follows the activity of a crew, on set and outside it, during the
shooting of a film. The puzzle narrative structure associates three sketches with the same
characters, some of whom are members of the very crew that made the film (the director
Alexandru Tatos, the cinematographer Florin Mihăilescu, and so on). Although he is being
harassed by administrative problems and concerned about finding aesthetic solutions for
the film he is working on, the director (performed by Tatos himself ) seems obsessed with
observing and capturing reality more honestly.
An opportunity to ‘discover reality’ is the crew’s dinner at a lousy restaurant, where they
are taken by surprise by the chief waiter’s genuineness. This rather vulgar and alcoholic man’s
confession why he is drinking (his wife is supposedly cheating) makes the cinematographer
exclaim ironically to the director: ‘Here’s a full-blooded character, not as in your movies,
where people neither live nor die’. The ironic hint at the norms of socialist realism which
asked that films should portray the ‘new man’, free of vices, is quite clear.
More courageous, in the context of the epoch, is the third sketch in Sequences, because
of the way it examines the relation between cinema and truth. The notion of ‘truth’ has a
double meaning here, revealed by the skilful parallel between the story of ‘the film within
the film’ and the rather similar story of two of the extras. While they are shooting a scene
about the arrest of a communist during the inter-war period (when the Communist Party
was illegal), two extras start arguing during the take. The two elderly men have met, after
many years, on the set and confront their opposite versions of their common past: one of
them was a police investigator, and the other claims to have been a freedom fighter and
victim of persecution. The situation reverses when the accused remembers that the victim
snitched on the leader of the communist group, leading to his arrest. What happens behind
the scenes becomes more interesting than what happens on the set, where the actress gives
a phony reaction at the news of her father’s arrest.
Sequences put fiction and reality face to face. Here, once more, the trope of ‘the film
within the film’ comes in with a higher justification: to question ‘the truth’ of cinema and
to reveal the way history has been faked. By including realist description of the grey cityscape of Romania in those times (with food shortages and unheated houses), Tatos’ film
Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018 | 11
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Tora Vasilescu in
Microphone Test

is also valuable for the lucid meditation on realism in cinema, which does not have to be
a faithful copy of reality, but rather to try and decipher its deeper meanings.
The third self-reflexive and meta-cinematic film that combines the criticism of the
‘system’ with the moral issue of recording the truth from reality is Microphone Test by
Mircea Daneliuc. The hero, the cameraman Nelu (played by Daneliuc himself ), works in
a television crew which makes reports about ‘immoral’ behaviours or about ‘remarkable
acts of ordinary citizens’, caught in the flow of everyday life.
The aggressive female reporter (Gina Patrichi), who is more than a colleague to him,
is obsessed by a young woman caught travelling on a train without a ticket and wishes to
present her as a ‘negative model’ on TV. Having fallen in love at first sight with the mysterious
Ani (Tora Vasilescu), Nelu makes the footage disappear and starts a personal investigation
to find her. The twists and turns of the love story are criss-crossed with episodes from the
activity of the filming crew often faced with an embarrassing situation: the moment they
are given the microphone, most of the interviewees speak phony and deliver clichés. The
citizen’s fear of speaking unrestrained in a totalitarian society is clearly suggested by the film.
By stressing the difference through the film stock used (35 mm versus 16 mm film), the
film suggests the difference between the two levels: reality and fiction. Influenced rather
by The Man of Marble (Andrzej Wajda, 1976) than by Pintilie’s Reconstruction, Daneliuc’s
film emphasises the critical message of the film by using non-diegetic sound. Although
direct sound is usually used in the film, there are several scenes in which snippets of the
interviews shot by Nelu are superimposed on the sound-track over images which do not
belong to the space and the story. This is a modernist device common to the allusive
language of Romanian cinema in the 1980s, avoided by most of the directors belonging
to the New Romanian Wave. Another influent reflexive film, A Girl’s Tear (O lacrimă de
fată, 1980) by Iosif Demian, shares the concerns of Rconstruction and Microphone Test
about the powers of the camera, seen as a tool of investigation (or manipulation). Just as
in Pintilie’s work, a cinematographer joins an official detective inquiry that tries to clarify
if the death of a young woman was a crime, a suicide or an accident. The suspect death of
12 | Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018
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an accountant who worked in a state farm is investigated with a perfect mastering of thriller
conventions (skewed framing, chiaroscuro lightning, characters shot from the back) which
intensify suspense. A Girl’s Tear is a good detective narrative but also a vivid exposure of
the ideological manipulation of the media, suggested through reflexive devices such as the
alternation of 35 mm shots with16 mm footage.
Similarly to Daneliuc’s Microphone Test, Demian’s film ironically observes the reactions
of the witnesses who, in the presence of the camera, speak phony and try to change their
initial statements, made before being filmed. Including references to famous meta-cinematic works (Blow-Up for instance, by using photography as tool of investigation but also
of manipulating the truth) A Girl’s Tear deserves our attention as a subversive film (with
critical remarks about the administration’s corruption) but also as a vigorously realistic
film, with authentic description of environments, diegetic sound and long takes, devices
that will become identity marks of New Romanian Cinema.

LESS SUBVERSIVE
Self-reflexive and meta-cinematic films of New Romanian Cinema are less ‘subversive’
than the previously discussed works, which were admired by filmmakers who were just
teenagers before the Revolution. Although reflexivity becomes an opportunity to insert
sarcastic social and political remarks into their films, for the new directors the self-critical
aspect becomes more dominant. Their focuses confirm Clement Greenberg’s theory about
modernism: ‘[t]he essence of Modernism lies, as I see it, in the use of characteristic methods
of a discipline to criticise the discipline itself, not in order to subvert it but in order to
entrench it more firmly in its area of competence’ (1960).
Their reflection on the medium (cinema or television) no longer turns to metaphors and
hints, but is configured with realist tools. The meta-cinematic film that turned Corneliu
Porumboiu in one of the top names of New Romanian Cinema, 12:08 East of Bucharest
(2006), a Camera d’Or award winner at the Cannes Film Festival, inserts the small television
screen onto the movie screen, to talk about the 1989 Revolution as no one has done before.
The international title refers to the very moment when the Romanian Television
announced, on 22 December 1989, Ceaușescu’s deposition. It is a historical moment the
characters will talk about a lot during a talk show initiated by the owner and presenter of
a small local TV station, Jderescu (Teo Corban) on the occasion of the sixteenth anniversary of the Revolution. His guests for the talk show are Mănescu (Ion Sapdaru) a history
teacher with drinking problems, and Pișcoci (Mircea Andreescu), a pensioner who used
to dress up as Santa Claus for money. The debate’s theme focuses on the question ‘was
there a revolution in our town or not?’. In spite of febrile preparations for Christmas, the
talk show has an important audience and the phone contributions from outside callers
prove the scepticism of most of them. A vivid polemic starts after the teacher declares
he and three of his friends went to the square to demonstrate against the dictator half
an hour before the famous announcement. His alcoholic reputation leads to ironic, but
also threatening, interventions. The question about the revolution in the small town gets
Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018 | 13
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a surprising answer from the wise pensioner. He thinks that in Bucharest and Timișoara
there was a big revolution, while ‘in our town, being so small, we had a lesser revolution’.
Although the theory of a ‘lesser revolution’ is cleverly mocked, Porumboiu does not
overplay his political message. 12:08 East of Bucharest is a meta-cinematic work that questions the nature of television as medium, one that has stirred overheated debates about
manipulation in post-communist Romania. In the second half of the movie, which focuses
on the TV programme in real time, the director finds the opportunity to make an analogy
with cinema, especially with the hyped ‘Romanian minimalism’. The presenter shouts at
the cameraman because he does not set the camera on the tripod. ‘Who the hell taught
you to shoot with a hand-held the camera?’ he asks, also complaining about the absence
of close-ups, another objection often expressed about the New Romanian Cinema films.
These self-reflexive jokes are remarked by A. O. Scott in his review in The New York Times:
When they convene in the studio, the film turns into a quiet, hilarious
parody of small-scale video production. The camera wobbles on its tripod
and interrupts its static tableau of gloomy men at a table with clumsy zooms
and pans. (‘At least, a close-up!, Jderescu sarcastically exclaims at one point
as his jowly visage fills the screen) (2007).
The film depicts everything from the cameraman’s perspective and suggests his hesitations when faced with technical options. The director confesses, in the interview he gave
to Dominique Martinez for the French magazine Positif:
I filmed the whole sequence of the television set from the cameraman’s
point of view. This is not exactly what one sees on TV, but rather the effort
of the young man to try and take pictures of the three characters debating
on the set. The young man is part of me, although I have never worked for a
local TV station. That’s what I tried to do, to shoot the interactions between
the camera and the set. Does the young man like the three characters? How
does he shoot them with his camera? At which moment is he going to zoom
in? What does he find appealing? It’s a story in the first person (2010: 11).
If 12:08 East of Bucharest makes use of reflexivity to examine the ethical reasons behind
the aesthetic options of the filmmaker, The Happiest Girl in the World (Radu Jude, 2009) proposes an incision into the guts of advertising. The criticism of the medium is accompanied
by the revelation of the filming process. We witness the making of a commercial, following
the story of Delia (Andrea Boșneag), a small-town teenager winning a car at a soft drinks
label sweepstakes. Summoned to Bucharest to shoot the ‘testimonial’ meant to convince
people to buy the lucky orange juice, the teenager has to cope with the aggressiveness of
the film crew (who are in a hurry and under pressure from the advertising agency), but
also of her parents (who are forcing her to sell the car immediately and invest the money
in a bed and breakfast business). Forced to smile and repeat over and over again ‘I’m the
14 | Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018
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happiest girl in the world’, Delia gets more and more nervous.
The lovers of picturesque details from the activity of a film crew can enjoy the comical
situations based on the growing irritation of the professionals obsessed to finish the shooting before they run out of daylight. The successful rendering of the medium’s specificity
is highlighted by Andrew Pulver in The Guardian: ‘These tensions work themselves out
as they endure a laborious day on a film set, enabling writer-director Radu Jude to get in
various jabs at the fractious nature of a commercials shoot-presumably a relative new sector
of Romanian film-making’ (2011).
The cruelty of those who force Delia to repeat endlessly ‘I’m the happiest girl in the
world’ and to keep on sipping from the juice reminds us of the cruelty of the corporal
and the cameraman in Reconstruction. The phrase ‘Drink, drink!’ becomes the equivalent
of ‘Hit him in the mouth!’ from Pintilie’s film. In establishing a parallelism between the
two forces, which jointly undermine Delia’s dignity, the film favours realist strategies over
modernist ones. Radu Jude suggests the accumulations of pressure through a mise-en-scène
in depth, in long takes, avoiding editing. For instance in a four minute sequence we see, in
the foreground, Delia listening to her mother’s speech, in the middle ground we watch the
crew members hurrying to prepare the shoot, while in the background passers-by stop to
peep at the frantic filming activity. Thus, Jude uses the film within the film as a ‘working
method’, for scrutinizing abusive aspects of the medium by following what happens to
people impacted by it.
Another film that references Pintilie’s Reconstruction is Adalbert’s Dream (Gabriel Achim,
2012), ‘the story of a small movie within a bigger one’, as it is described in the press kit.
Here we are also dealing with a sort of re-enactment. During the investigation of a labour
accident, in which a worker had an arm cut off, a similar accident happens, and another
worker loses an arm. The narrative includes a film within the film, motivated by the main
character’s hobby for amateur filmmaking.
Adalbert’s Dream is the name of a short that the hero shows on the 65th anniversary
of the Communist Party, in the wake of the legendary football victory of the football
team Steaua winning the European Champions Cup in Seville in 1986. The author is
Iulian Ploscaru (Gabriel Spahiu), an engineer going through a mid-life crisis, in charge of
work safety measures in a steel mill. He takes advantage of the factory’s filmmaking club
to create, under the pretext of ‘educational films’, sophisticated artsy films. Devoured by
his filmmaking passion, he owns a VCR smuggled into the country, on which he records
the aforementioned match and offers a copy to his boss. Iulian asks for his protection in
exchange for a private showing of porn cassettes, thus being allowed to show in public two
of his so-called ‘labour safety shorts’. Things get out of control the moment the projection
begins: the audience starts giggling especially at the surrealist story about a worker’s nightmare. The allusions to the famous An Andalusian Dog (Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dali,
1928) become obvious when a zoom-in shows a woman’s glass eye, the woman being played
by Iulian’s lover (Ozana Oancea), who has lost an eye in a work accident. The ‘symbolic’
signs are placed also in the main film, which depicts an unfortunate day in Iulian’s life: a
fox that appeared in his wife’s dream migrates later into his lover’s dream.
Close Up: Film and Media Studies | Vol. 2, No. 2, 2018 | 15
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Allusions to Lucian Pintilie’s famous film Reconstruction takes different forms. At the
time of filming the work accident, the chief engineer (Doru Ana) starts giving the workers
stage directions like the corporal, asking them to behave ‘naturally, like in their everyday
lives’, which leads to even phonier acting in the ‘educational’ short. And Pintilie’s name is
clearly uttered in a statement from a negative character, the deputy-manager, who declares
he does not like that filmmaker’s works.
The film achieves the critical distancing by means of a jigsaw of different supports, from
16mm film to Super VHS footage. With its ridiculous excesses, the film within the film is
making fun not only at some ‘artsy’ films made in the 1980s in working class facilities in
Romania, but also at the plethora of symbols in professional cinema from the same epoch.
Thus by choosing more sophisticated techniques than the ‘first league’ directors of
the New Romanian Cinema, Gabriel Achim preserves in Adalbert’s Dream one of their
achievements while also distancing himself from the famous austerity of movement. The
way in which he focuses ‘the distance image’ confirms the idea of the scholars Lipovetsky
and Serroy that ‘it enables us, through the very mechanism of irony, to hear and see more
than is said and shown’ (2008: 128).

SELF-AWARENESS IN CRISTI PUIU’ S FILMS
Admired for his rigorous realism, Cristi Puiu has surprised with the shifting to a modernist
style in Aurora (2010). It offers subtle forms of self-reflexivity and self-awareness, first of
all, through the director’s physical presence as playing the main role: Viorel, a 42-year old
recently divorced engineer who just lost his job, is followed for 36 hours in his apparently
disordered wanderings through the urban jungle. An extremely isolated person, Viorel fits
very well the profile of modernist hero as András Bálint Kovács portrays him:
Lack or extreme looseness of the individual’s connection to the world
make this persona a manifestation of mental freedom. His freedom has
important consequences regarding the stories about these individuals. The
first consequence is a certain passivity or inaction, the second is the unpredictability of his actions and reactions (Kovács 2007: 70).
The antiheroic and lonely character of the murderer who influences the ambiguity of the
motivations is also to recall Kovács’s remark: ‘the more radical this person’s estrangement,
the more radical the modernist character of the narrative’ (2008: 66).
Self-awareness in Aurora stems from a continuity of fictional lives of characters from
The Death of Mr. Lăzărescu. Both suggest, within the framework of Puiu’s work, a communication beyond the limits of the narrative proposed by each of them separately.
Very different from The Death of Mr. Lazarescu, the film that unveiled traces of compassion in human relations, Aurora brings to screen the bleakest territories of these relations.
Still, the two films are complementary, as the director suggests, through quite a number of
hints. On the one hand, there are characters that have migrated from one film to the other.
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Cristi Puiu in Aurora

One of them is Gina (Clara Vodă), Viorel’s new girlfriend, who was one of the doctors in
Lăzărescu. The surgery textbook in her apartment is one clue. Mioara (Luminiţa Gheorghiu)
is another, the lady next door who is babysitting one of his little girls, and in whose apartment
we notice the medical bag of the nurse by the same name who took the old man Lăzărescu
from one hospital to another. This practice of ‘moving’ a character from one movie to another
which is doctrinal in other filmmakers’work (for example, Belgian Lucas Belvaux with the
three movies made in 2002, Après la vie, Cavale and Un couple épatant) becomes with Cristi
Puiu a discreet form of self-reference. The suggested continuity in Puiu’s Aurora can also
be found in Viorel’s tender gesture towards the dog Mariana, in the factory yard, a replica
of the affection shown by the lonesome Mr Lăzărescu, for his favourite cat, Mirandolina.
Famous for his refusal to overuse technical artifices, Cristi Puiu continues his commitment to realism by avoiding, in Aurora, sophisticated lighting, high angles or spectacular
camera movements. The film displays the same rigorous use of real time recognized as one
of Puiu’s stylistic particularities. Nevertheless, he enjoys making the viewers notice the
presence of the camera, as he declares in an interview:
I wanted the cinematographer to be as present in this world as the other
characters I gave him. I wanted him to be perceived as a piece of furniture
in this space. That is what Depardon and the majority of those who practise
direct cinema and observational cinema do. I like these non-coincidences
cinematographers consider errors because suddenly the support – the camera
– is presented inside the discourse. It’s a kind of exposing cinema and the
observer who works for me (Rus and Filippi 2010: 36-7).
This surprising form of self-awareness, one that acknowledges a certain tendency to
autonomy of the camera, is also commented in Rob White’s review: ‘The most striking
camera movement occurs when Viorel walks up a staircase. The camera follows him until
he reaches the next floor and then traces his path from below, along the ceiling. The attack
that ensues is only heard’ (2010).
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In Aurora we also discover ‘classical’ techniques of reflexivity, such as the cinephilic
allusion, according to Andrei Gorzo, who remarks the sleigh found by Viorel in the
basement of his mother’s house is ‘a possible allusion to Rosebud, the last word uttered by
citizen Kane’ (2012: 214). Another possible hint appears in the police station scene when
Viorel confesses his crime to a group of policemen who mechanically follow their routine
procedure: this scene recalls the similar boring and routine activities of the policemen from
Corneliu Porumboiu’s Police, Adjective (2009).

A SELF-PORTRAIT OF NEW ROMANIAN CINEMA
Porumboiu seems to accept the challenge and includes in his movie When Evening Falls
on Bucharest or Metabolism (2013) a kitchen scene very similar to the beginning of The
Death of Mr Lăzărescu with a lonely man complaining of abdominal pains. But instead
of an old retiree, we watch a still young film director, Paul (Bogdan Dumitrache), whom
we follow during the last two days of his new film shoot. His portrait deglamourizes the
usual god-image of the filmmaker obsessed to control the entire process of filmmaking.
He seems rather a maladjusted character who, maybe in an attempt to seduce an
actress (Diana Avrămuț) who is about to leave, spends these precious hours rehearsing a
nude scene with her. Their discussions are dominated by his discourse on the big aesthetic
changes dictated by the shift from 35mm film to digital techniques and about the relationship between the cinematic tools and artistic intentions. The entire story, which revolves
around the hesitating film director, turns into a self-conscious reflection on the filmmaking
process. Metabolism could also be read as a reflection on the New Romanian Cinema,
its style and objectives. Moreover, Porumboiu includes ironic allusions to the rivalries
inside the movement, when Paul, after speaking with another film director, interprets his
appreciation for the quality of his recent film’s script as a dissimulated way of suggesting
that the directing was inferior.
The mysterious final scene when the producer, worried by Paul’s digestive problems and
the probable costs of the medical insurance, calls a doctor to check the endoscopy, brings
new self-reflexive devices. The movie within the movie, showing Paul’s viscera captured by
the minicamera, is a highly intriguing ‘mise en abyme’. Should we read it as an allusion to
the cinema of the future? Would it suggest the huge manipulating potential of new digital
cinema? Hesitating between realism and modernism, Porumboiu stays faithful to his narrative style, which always includes a screen within a screen and ‘conceptual’ motivations for it.
Both Cristi Puiu and Corneliu Porumboiu include, in the above cited films, forms
of distance-image. Their different approaches generate, nevertheless, the same effect, as
described by Gilles Lipovetsky and Jean Serroy:
This distance from the very action of making a movie, which means a
reflection on the essence of cinema and on the meaning of its own creation,
is stated as an echo to hyper-modernity, but also as meta-modernity, or
reflexive and self-critical modernity (2008: 127).
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Andrei Gorzo includes on the list of the Romanian ‘new wave’ directors interested in
self-reflexivity Adrian Sitaru with his short Art (2014), whose protagonist is a film director
pretending ‘to be preoccupied with the ethical implications of his artistic decisions (more
precisely, the decision to film a child who mimics sexual intercourse)’(2015: 76). According
to Gorzo, Porumboiu, Puiu and Sitaru have in common the fact ‘that they understand
self-reflexivity as a concern for ethical problems of their activity; the concern for the possible
political implications does not exist’ (2015: 76). This conclusion points out a relevant trait
of New Romanian Cinema profile and emphasises differences in approaching self-reflexive
tools in comparison with the ‘subversive’ pre-1989 tradition.
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Bucharest as Ecranul global, my translations.
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Magda Mihăilescu (2010: 5).
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Abstract
The article considers Corneliu Porumboiu’s 2008 Police, Adjective (one of the most
important films of the New Romanian Cinema) as a dramatization of Peter Wollen’s
influential 1969 adaptation of Charles Sanders Peirce’s trichotomy of signs – iconic,
indexical and symbolic signs – to the field of film theory.

L

aunched in 2009, Corneliu Porumboiu’s second feature, Police, Adjective, was
at the time, and remains to date, one of the most important films of the New
Romanian Cinema (NRC). What the 34-year old writer-director did there was
to radicalize some of the tendencies within this current in Romanian cinema (a current
also known as the Romanian New Wave); first of all, he radicalized the NRC’s predilection
for an ‘observational’ use of film. At the same time, Porumboiu took the radical step of
explicitly raising the issue of meaning.
Police, Adjective was coming in the footsteps of films like The Death of Mr. Lăzărescu
(Cristi Puiu, 2005), The Paper Will Be Blue (Radu Muntean, 2006), and 4 Months, 3 Weeks,
and 2 Days (Cristian Mungiu, 2007). An important aspect of each of those films had been
the patient, ‘real-time’ documentation of processes undergirded by (more or less strict)
procedures: the emergency medical investigations conducted on a possibly very sick man
(Lăzărescu); an exchange of code phrases between military patrols (The Paper); the assisted
termination of a pregnancy (4 Months). In Police, Adjective it is the police process of tailing
a suspect, with its attendant procedures; the film is about a policeman (Dragoș Bucur)
who’s tailing some hashish-smoking high school kids. The act of observation stands once
again at the foundation of a NRC filmmaker’s aesthetic, the novelty (for 2009) being that
Porumboiu also integrates this act in his film’s subject matter, inviting us to observe the
daily activity of a professional observer. (This doesn’t mean that he ever invites us to look
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at things through the detective’s eyes, in the Hollywood manner developed to such perfection by Hitchock in his one-character-tailing-another scenes. Here, no shot is supposed
to tune us in to the detective’s optical subjectivity. The perspective on the events remains
observational in the documentary sense, providing no access to characters’ subjectivities.)
The Death of Mr. Lăzărescu, The Paper Will Be Blue and 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days
were “documenting” life-and-death situations, crises maturing, escalating and resolving
themselves over a time span no longer than a few hours. The writer-director of Police,
Adjective opts instead for what David Bordwell has described1 as a “threads-of-routine”
realism – consisting in the description of the character’s repetitive, banally quotidian
activities. Porumboiu, too, no less than the directors of Lăzărescu and 4 Months, tells the
story of a crisis that has sprung up in the life of his protagonist: the young detective will
eventually rebel against an assignment consisting, as he sees it, in the destruction of a
teenager’s life because of a few joints. And, no less than the protagonists in Lăzărescu and
4 Months, Porumboiu’s detective is racing against the clock: his boss (Vlad Ivanov) gave
him a deadline for solving the case. On the other hand, it’s a relatively relaxed deadline –
not a few hours, as in Lăzărescu or 4 Months, but a few days. And, from the professional
point of view of a policeman, the case is still banal, minor. The abortion in 4 Months,
Lăzărescu’s feeling sick that night, the bloody fall of the Ceaușescu regime in The Paper
Will Be Blue – these are events that, in the case of each film, snatch the protagonist out
of his or her quotidian existence, whereas, for the detective in Police, Adjective, the case of
the pot-smoking teen is, up to a point, routine work.
This routine is cinematically represented through the alternation of sequences showing the detective engaged in field work (tailing the kids), with sequences showing him at
police headquarters (engaged in paperwork), and sequences showing him at home (eating).
What characterizes all these scenes is the fact that they contain large quantities of ‘dead’
or ‘empty’ time. When the policeman is walking behind a suspect on the streets of his
(unnamed) provincial town, Porumboiu shows him walking for minutes on end. When,
having returned home at the end of a work day, he’s eating a bowl of soup in the kitchen
(while his wife is listening next door to a sentimental pop song from the Ceaușescu era),
Porumboiu keeps his camera on him until he’s done eating (enough time for the pop song
in the next room to end and begin again several times). When the policeman is waiting
in front of the villa where a suspect lives, or when he’s waiting by the closed door of a
colleague’s office, Porumboiu gives us minutes after minutes of him waiting. (Figure 1)
Of course, this is not exactly the ‘real’ time of his vigils: there is compression, there are
temporal ellipses. Nevertheless, in a Hollywood-type film, such intervals of waiting would
have been suggested, most probably, through a few consecutive shots – the detective looking
towards the villa, the detective looking at his watch, the detective throwing away a freshly
consumed cigarette butt – none of them lasting very long. Porumboiu refuses this: he
refuses to reduce the fact of waiting to such images which would merely symbolize it. The
fact of waiting is represented in something of its temporal weight – the weight given to it
by the accumulation of ‘dead’ time. To the extent that films are composed of consecutive
shots, and to the extent that a shot can be described as a unit of canned time – the time
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Figure 1
elapsed between the order “Action!” and the order “Stop!” – all films can be described
(with a phrase borrowed from Andrey Tarkovsky) as objects “sculpted in time”. Narrative
cinema of the classical type works to make us forget this – to make us lose track of time.
But, of course, there are other traditions which, on the contrary, base themselves on efforts
to make duration felt, to give it weight, materiality. To a certain extent, the structure of
Porumboiu’s Police, Adjective could be described as a rhythmic organization of intervals
of ‘dead’, ‘heavy’ time.
To summarize, the ‘realist’ formula of this film is based on: 1) actions pertaining
to a not very spectacular, not very dramatic daily routine; 2) the fact that, even if these
actions are not represented in their entire duration, their duration on screen leans toward
completeness; 3) the fact that these actions are repeated (the policeman does pretty much
the same things every day). In Porumboiu’s hands, though, this is not just a formula for
‘realism”: it’s a route towards something else.
This way of representing the activities of the policeman – his patient stalking of the
teenagers, his picking up the remains of the joints they smoke, his long vigils in front of a
villa – has the effect of making them seem somehow absurd, faintly senseless. (Also contributing to this effect are the lack of people in most of the shots – this is a film of mostly
underpopulated streets – and the usual fixity of the camera. By contrast, Cristi Puiu’s first
two films, which started the New Romanian Cinema – his 2001 Stuff and Dough and
his 2005 The Death of Mr. Lăzărescu – are all teeming human activity overflowing from
hand-held shots.) In other words, the style in which he represents the policeman’s activities
allows Porumboiu to raise the question of meaning. And it is also his style which allows
Porumboiu to formulate an answer.
We see the detective walking for minutes on end behind some high school kids,
sometimes taking cover behind buildings or crossing the street in an effort to remain
inconspicuous. We see him waiting for minutes on end in front of a house. We also see
him walking on the corridors of the police station, knocking on various doors, asking a
colleague to check a car’s registration number, asking another to check a person’s criminal
record, etc. And at the end of each day we see, in close-up, the reports that he writes: in
other words, the results of his efforts to put sense into all these activities. What Porumboiu
does in those moments is make us stare at close-upped handwritten words. Meaning doesn’t
reside in the things themselves; it is given to them by words. It is Porumboiu’s accomplishment in this film to have cinematically brought out the mutual alterity of things and words.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

It was Peter Wollen who first argued (in his classic book from 1969, Signs and Meaning
in the Cinema) that logician Charles Sanders Peirce’s trichotomy of signs – iconic, indexical
and symbolic signs – could provide the basis for a semiotics of the cinema2; the British
theorist’s proposal made a long career in the field of Film Studies. Iconic signs, according
to Peirce, are signs whose relationship with their referents is one of resemblance or likeness:
the drawn or painted portrait of a person is an iconic sign, but so are diagrams, whose
resemblance with their referents is not a matter of similar features, but of similar “relations
between parts.” Cinematic images – of persons, places, things, phenomena, etc. – have a
clear iconic dimension.
Indexical signs, for Peirce, are signs tied to their referents by a physical, existential bond.
Examples: the sundial, the weathercock, the barometer, but also an animal’s footprints in
the snow or medical symptoms like a rash or a raised pulse. Traditional (i.e., predigital)
photographic and cinematographic images belong to this second category of signs, too:
they not only resemble their models – the things that stood in front of the camera; they
are also the traces or the ‘fingerprints’ left by the things themselves, with the help of light,
on the impressionable film strip. They are signs tied to their referents as though by an
umbilical cord, signs generated by their referents. Theorist André Bazin famously grounded
his aesthetics in this dimension of the film image – its “indexicality”: a realist aesthetics
based, among other things, on the observational use of the camera and on the recording
of events in their complete duration – precisely the strategies used by Corneliu Porumboiu
to represent the activities of his policeman protagonist.
Finally, there are the symbolic signs – signs that are neither existentially tied to their
referents, nor do they resemble them. They have come to designate the things they refer
to by virtue of conventions, of contracts between people. They are arbitrary, yet they have
force of law. The supreme example: words (with exceptions like onomatopoeia, which
can be said to ‘resemble’ their referents). Peter Wollen is stating the evidence when he
writes: “The cinema contains all three modes of the sign: indexical, iconic and symbolic.”3
Porumboiu’s achievement is to have found a way to contrast them on screen – especially
the symbolic with the indexical, the words with the things themselves (represented by the
material traces they have left on film).
A religious man, Bazin sometimes writes as if he believed that the camera has the capacity to reveal a meaning already present in the things themselves – present without having
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Figure 4

Figure 5

been put there by humans: a transcendent meaning. There is no suggestion of such thing
in Police, Adjective. Staged and shot by Porumboiu in long takes, with little movement
within the frame, the policeman’s activities – the hours spent following the kids on the
streets of the town, the hours spent waiting – tend, on the contrary, to become suspect of
meaninglessness; meaning starts to appear clearly not as a property intrinsic to them, but
as something put unto them by words.
Early in the film, in a conversation with a fellow policeman, the protagonist mentions
that he belongs to a group which meets regularly to play “foot tennis.” The colleague
offers to join the group. The protagonist rejects his offer, explaining that he saw him play
football – badly. “If you’re bad at football, you’are also bad at foot tennis,” the protagonist
elaborates. “It’s a law,” he concludes. On the other hand, the protagonist is aware of the
fact that laws – even written ones – change, as social consensuses are renegotiated and
redefined. It is his conviction that Romanian laws criminalizing the use of light drugs are
bound to change soon: that’s why he is reluctant to arrest a high school kid, going as far
as standing up to his boss. He is also informed by his own wife (who seems to be a teacher
of Romanian) that the Romanian Academy has recently changed the spelling rules for a
couple of words. His boss in the police, who tries to quench his rebellion by sending him
back to the dictionary definitions of the words “law”, “moral”, “conscience”, and “police”,
behaves as if those definitions were valid for all eternity, as if they weren’t renegotiable
conventions, subject to change. At the same time, the boss’s invocation of the supposed
force of law of dictionary definitions doesn’t stop him from manipulating those definitions
according to his interest: seeing that the dictionary defines a “police state” as a state which
uses the police to “exercise control through repressive methods”, he dismisses this particular
dictionary definition as “ridiculous”, adding that “all states need the police”. A moment later,
this crypto-fascist police chief also takes issue with the dictionary-approved etymology of
the word “policeman”: if the dictionary indicates the German word “Polizist”, the protagonist’s boss states, with a hilarious air of authority, that the true source is the Greek word
for “city”, “polis”, which, he adds, also used to refer to “those who were running the city.”
The protagonist and his wife had earlier had a conversation about the lyrics of an old
Romanian pop song, sung by Mirabela Dauer. Trying to explain to him how words like
“sea”, “field” or “flower” function within the text of the song, the policeman’s wife had talked
about “images that become symbols” (the field means birth or creation, the flower means
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Figure 6

beauty, etc.). Confronted in this way with the instability of linguistic signs – unrelated to
their referents either physically/existentially, or through resemblance – the detective had
reacted slightly irritably, as though seized not only by the effects of alcohol (he had been
drinking that night), but also by some vague apprehension.
Although dealing with a detective who develops conscience issues about an assignment
he’s been given, Police, Adjective is not a psychological drama. The protagonist’s internal
turmoil is not dramatized along the conventional lines of psychological drama – escalating accumulation of aggravating factors, climactic outburst, etc. Who – or what – is this
detective? Before being/having a psychology, he is a way of walking, a way of ambling or
prowling the streets, and also a way of standing still, without doing anything, etc. These
particular emphases in Porumboiu’s characterization of the detective are partly the result
of his decision to film the character in long shots and medium shots, never from up close.
What’s increasingly gnawing at the character, as his investigation progresses, is not only a
guilty conscience, but also an apprehension – turning to vertigo as it’s being confirmed –
that it is words that establish the meaning of things and that, words being arbitrary signs,
this meaning is always subject to dispute, to relations of force, etc.
This drama owes its clarity to the fact that Porumboiu avoids mixing signs – mixing
the indexical with the symbolic and the iconic. Rather, he tries to keep them as separate as
possible, so that we perceive them as separate, as neatly arranged side by side. It is in the
interest of this clarity that Porumboiu avoids reducing his protagonist’s vigils – his long
sessions of waiting (in front of a villa, etc.), with their specific temporal weight – to quicker
successions of shots (the detective checking his watch, the detective lighting a cigarette, the
detective throwing away the cigarette butt) meant to symbolize protracted waits. Things are
not the same with Porumboiu (who is working in an indexical medium – the cinema) as
they are with Mirabela Dauer, the singer whose lyrics are discussed by the policeman with
his wife (and who works with words): with Porumboiu, images resist becoming symbols;
they preserve, as André Bazin wished them to,4 “their own weight [as things and facts].”5
Unlike cinematic images of things, words are something completely different from the
things themselves. Words are also that which instills meaning into things. Their “complete
difference” from the things themselves is what Porumboiu is out to highlight. In Police,
Adjective, words are insistently discussed (with the focus on their manipulability and arbitrariness) and insistently filmed (dictionary pages, the protagonist’s handwritten reports, a
naïve definition of the word “conscience”, stuttered out by the intimidated detective and
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written by someone else on a blackboard at the order of the police chief – Figures 2-5).
We are also presented with an iconic sign belonging to the category of diagrams: the map
drawn by the detective on the blackboard at the end of the film, to explain how the arrest
of the teenager will proceed. (Figure 6) Immediately after this demonstration come (from
off-screen) the last words uttered by an actor in this film. They belong to the police chief
and they have to do with words and other signs. “Just talk among yourselves and watch
out for the signs,” he says. And then the end credits kick in, with a song sung by Ian
Raiburg, which in translation goes something like this: “I like words, you know, / Words
are my sisters; / When you’re not here, my love, / I speak with the flowers. / Words are my
fortune, / They are my palaces, / The word and the heart / Are not alike with others [sic]”.
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Abstract
Informally, the phrase „author’s rights” and the word “copyright” are used as
synonyms. The meanings of the two terms are, however, different and they can
generate ambiguity. Neither of the two legal terms – “author’s rights” and “copyright”
– completely defines the mechanism for protecting spiritual creations, nor the wealth
of provisions they encapsulate. Among them, moral rights granted to the author
of cinematic works are still subject to dispute among film professionals and the
attorneys consulted to adjust the laws to the need of protecting authors.
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I

n the past few decades, the field of author’s rights has undergone a more accelerated
process of globalization than any other domain. The two major legal systems – the
Anglo-Saxon, common law system (based on jurisprudence) and the Continental
civil rights system (based on the law, owing mostly to French influence) – have had different approaches to author’s rights from the very origin of the concept. Their differences
are mainly economic and the author’s rights legislation in Francophone countries is an
exceptional one, to the exclusive benefit of the author, and this exceptional privilege granted
by the law can be detrimental to the free circulation of cultural goods. It is a defensive,
protective system, in which the author reigns and is granted moral and economic rights. The
American system, for instance, favored the circulation of works so that a greater number of
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recipients have access to them, with the fulfillment of one single formality – enlisting the
final work at a governmental office, the Copyright Office of the US Library of Congress in
Washington. Presently, this formality is no longer legally enforced, but still exists to certify
the work and author, which assumes the presence of a finalized work.
In the European continental system, the work is protected with no formality, from the
moment of its creation, and every creation of the human spirit which contains a grain of
genius is protected precisely like a completed work. The two systems tend to homogenize,
a process which started in1989, when USA became a member of the Berne Convention for
protection of the literary and artistic works, established in 1886 and later revised, which is
the primary international convention in the field of author’s rights. The Convention states
that the author’s right is acknowledged and guaranteed without any formality, European
works being protected in the US without the need of their registration. Also, the duration
of their protection has been unified.
The expression “author’s rights” (droit d’auteur) used in Francophone countries to designate the conditions for protecting literary and artistic works does not have an equivalent
in Anglo-Saxon countries, where the term used is not the literal translation, but rather
“copyright”. This is why translating one by the other can lead to a certain ambiguity or even
to errors. Some authors1 point to “etymological catastrophes” in the domain of copyright,
stressing that the most important has been the use of “copyright” in the English version
of the Berne Convention2 although this word has a thoroughly different meaning in the
Anglo-Saxon legal framework.
Strictly from a legal point of view, “copyright” is used in Great Britain, for instance,
to designate the branch of intellectual property law which regulates the creation and use
of cultural goods, such as literature, musical scores, films and software. The English law
refers to the juridical objects protected by copyright as “works”.
In order to avoid errors of translation, we must analyze the interpretation (the meaning)
and the origin of the terms “author’s rights” and “copyright” in both traditional systems
and determine which is the national definition of the term.
The expression “author’s rights” did not appear in France simultaneously with the
legislative revolution, i.e. the instauration of the modern protection of “creations/works
of the spirit/des oeuvres de l’esprit”. At the respective moment (through the Decree in July
24th 1793), the term used was “literary and artistic property/propriété litérarire et artistique”.
Apparently, the first author to use the phrase “author’s rights” was A.-C. Renouard3, upon
publishing a now-famous treaty in 1838.
Consequently, by mid-XIXth Century, the term came into frequent use through the
translation of the texts in Germanic countries, and beginning with the 1866 law, the French
lawmaker abandoned the word “property” when establishing the rights of the author’s heirs.
However, there remained in the French legislation (the March 11th 1957 law) the expression
“artistic and literary property” to establish the protection conditions of spiritual creations.
The origin of the term “copyright” remains obscure, so is, for that matter, the evolution of this legal institution. The Queen Anne Statute of 1709, which is considered to
be the first acknowledgement of copyright, does not contain the word. Among the old
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documents containing “copy right” as two separate words are the 1701 reports of the
Stationers Company, a London society which reunited all those who took part in the book
trade (printers, book binders and book sellers who were the contemporary equivalent of
today’s editors). This phrase literally defined the typographers’, binders’ and sellers’ right to
reproduce, or to copy, a certain written work and to sell it. In the early days of the printing
press, the term “copy” had double meaning: it referred to the manuscript and to explain
what we now call “copyright”. We can assume that from the connotation of property right
(which was gradually dissociated from its material object), copyright was not separate, at
its origin, from the material copy, itself the container of the intangible object, as suggested
by the very use of the same word “copy” for the two aforementioned senses.
Intellectual ownership becomes more nuanced when making the distinction between
the right in copy – i.e. the ownership of the manuscript, the printed text which is retained
as a distinct form of physical property -, and the right to copy, i.e. the exclusive right to
multiply by reproducing the work.

THE AMBIGUITY OF “DROIT D’AUTEUR”: SYNONYM OF
“DROIT D’AUTEURS”/AUTHOR’S RIGHTS?
The phrase “droit d’auteur” is similarly ambiguous because it suggests that this right belongs
exclusively to the authors. Yet, at its origin, the author’s right was attributed to the editors4.
This urges a separation between “author’s rights” referring to the authors’ prerogatives, as
well as those whom editors might have, and those rights which only concern authors. It
is true that sometimes this distinction has been maintained around the term of “author”
especially because, under the cover of “author’s right”, certain editors have managed to
effectively promote their own interests, thus officially claiming prerogatives in the name of
the creator in virtue of the agreement with the authors. This “game of interests” is necessary within the wider configuration of authors’ rights. Actually, the author’s rights system
constrains the intermediary to meet the creator and places the latter at the center of the
creative activity. Moreover, the mechanism of assignment of rights, which is the cardinal
institution of author’s rights (as well as copyright), is actually a formality for editors/producers, especially if the interests of creators are protected by negotiation, granting them
a sum of money in exchange.

THE AMBIGUITY OF THE TERM “COPYRIGHT”
Similarly, certain linguists have denounced the erroneous character of the word copyright,
which is actually a compound. Actually, the object of copyright comprises a large variety
of creations, other than those of a singular author, such as sound recordings (separate
from the musical works which they contain), films, radio broadcasts and even typographic
arrangements of published works.
This augmentation of the object of copyright in Anglo-Saxon law is a consequence
of the impersonal use of the word. Therefore, one can deduce the need of a distinction
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between author’s copyright and the contributors’ copyright (“neighbouring rights” or droits
voisins, as they are called in French).
Consequently, the term “copyright” carries in the Anglo-Saxon law a narrower significance than “author’s rights” as used in Continental law, a phrase which more broadly
covers moral rights as well as “neighbouring rights”.5 By contrast to the phrase “author’s
right”, “copyright” does not contain the (misleading) implication that the acknowledged
rights belong exclusively to authors.
Originally, the word “copyright” referred to a personal right which had the end result
of preventing the reproduction of a work. Here, too, the word could be seen as unfit or
confusing given that the copyright owner is allowed to oppose not only the multiplication of a work, but other uses such as the public circulation or adaptation. The word is
integrated in legal texts and continues to be used, while the addition of a new term (such
as “author’s rights”) or its replacement with it was not tolerated due to the fact that the
noun “copyright” gathered supplementary meanings regarding the right to public circulation or performing rights. This evolution reflects the process of endogenous and gradual
development of Anglo-Saxon law, while British lawmakers did not accept the symbolic
preeminence of author over entrepreneur.
Neither of these two legal terms – “author’s right” or “copyright” – does not successfully
highlight everything that is contained in the mechanism of protection for spiritual works
and the wealth of provisions it encapsulates. We can only use these imperfect terms to
describe the complex reality which they reflect.

THE MORAL RIGHTS DOCTRINE
Another difference between the two rights systems lies in acknowledging moral rights
in the European law, as opposed to the American one, although in the past decade, US
jurisprudence established moral rights such as the right to be acknowledged as author of
the work or the right to the integrity of the work. Although important progress has been
made to recognize moral rights in domains such as painting, sculpture and photography,
through the adoption in 1990 of a law concerning author rights in visual arts (the Visual
Artist Rights Act – VARA), the US system continues to exclude film directors.
French law introduced this concept for the first time in mid-20th century, and it
subsequently disseminated to most states with a civil law system.
Traditionally, these rights include authorship of the work (the right to be identified as
author of the work), the right to the integrity of the work (i.e. to oppose any alterations),
the right to reveal or disseminate a work (to decide whether, how and when will the work
be brought to public attention), the right to withdraw the work or to decide under what
name to be released.
Moral rights have the purpose of keeping intact the expression of the authors’ personality
within their work through the recognition and protection of the author’s integrity and
reputation. Moral rights are personal, they cannot be alienated and differ from patrimonial
rights, which have economic specificity. The author has relative control over the work even
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when renouncing patrimonial rights, given that the purpose of moral rights is to protect
the tie between work and creator.
Film directors have obtained recognition of moral rights in European courts, especially when the integrity of the work was under threat. One famous case was Huston vs.
Turner Entertainment Company, regarding the colorization of the US black & white film
The Asphalt Jungle (1950), directed by John Huston and co-written by Huston and John
Maddows. The heirs of Huston and Maddows opposed the broadcast on French television
of the colorized version. The court decided that the directors and screenwriters, regardless
of the country where the work has been made public, may claim paternity to the work by
the very fact of its creation and they are invested with moral rights according to French law.
Woody Allen, referring to the colorization process in an article published in “New
York Times” (June 28th 1998), expressed his opinion of colorization as an act of disdain
toward the audience: ‘I believe that the people who are coloring movies have contempt for
audience by claiming, in effect, that viewers are too stupid and too insensitive to appreciate
black and white photography-that they must be given, like infants or monkeys, bright
colors to keep they amused’
Jurisprudence has followed the same reasoning for alterations by addition, as in the
case of the silent film The Kid (d. Charlie Chaplin, 1921), which had been enhanced with
a contested musical score, one that „acting in a certain way upon the sensitivity of the
spectator, is liable to transform their impressions6”.
Although American artists have petitioned the Congress for the adoption of the moral
rights doctrine and the revision of legislation, all their endeavors having been reflected
by the media, both the legislative branch and the courts were reticent in affording artists
the protection which would be guaranteed by moral rights. Even after the Berne joining
convention, in 1989, the United States refused to implement art.6. bis7 of the convention,
precisely to avoid significant change within copyright legislation.
The promulgation of VARA as an amendment to the Copyright Act marked an important phase in acknowledging moral rights within visual arts, with the prominent exception
of cinema.
This omission was not accidental, as the representatives of the artists and producers
had met before the adoption of the VARA amendment and discussed the quality of film
as art. The studio representatives argued that films count as “goods”, as property which
owners might utilize as they see fit. The representatives of Director’s Guild of America
(DGA) had a different opinion, advocating for film as an art form which should prohibit
producers’ rights to modify films in any way. Finally, the debate was settled in favor of
studio representatives who claimed that moral rights would hinder efficient exploitation,
which would ultimately discourage financing further creations.
Lacking the protection offered by moral rights makes any intervention on behalf of the
director extremely difficult in the United States. Thus, there is no guarantee that the final
film will be different from the version which they had created. Directors have previously
filed civil lawsuits for distortion, breach of contract or brand infringement to protect their
moral rights in the US.
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One of the most famous cases where the court acknowledged moral rights – specifically,
the claim to respect a work’s integrity – was Gillian vs. American Broadcasting Companies, Inc.
(1976). The team of the Monty Python comedy show demanded that the ABC Television
Network should be forbidden from broadcasting a significantly altered version of three of
the group’s episodes. The accusers claimed that their work was “mutilated” through abusive
editing. The court established that by re-cutting the episodes, the nature and content of
the show was distorted to such extent that they caused a false perception on the origin
of the show, which infringes upon branding legislation as well as laws concerning unfair
competition. The sentence confirmed an implicit recognition of the moral right to claim
preservation for the integrity of the work. The case had repercussions on the entertainment
industry, encouraging and determining creators to defend their own artistic vision. Years
later, when low-resolution versions of the most famous Monty Python sketches appeared
on YouTube, the copyright holders refused to press charges and demand withdrawal of
the material. Instead they personally uploaded, free of charge, high-resolution fragments
of the show. They preferred to make the show publicly available rather than compromise
its integrity. However, this maneuver resulted in an increased demand for broadcasting
the shows in their entirety.
A more recent case was Clean Flicks of Colorado vs. Soderbergh (2006), which drew
attention in the filmmakers’ and copyrights holders’ community because it signaled a
turning point at the intersection of several sensitive issues and made obvious how easy it is
to modify the work through modern technology. In this instance, several entities purchased
legal copies of films and used several methods for selective editing of passages containing
obscenity, extreme violence or explicit sex, so that the films could be viewed by the entire
family. The producers and directors considered this a breach of the Copyright Act provisions given that creating these edited copies goes against the exclusive rights of copyright
holders to reproduce the work, to disseminate it to the public through sale or rental and
to create derivative works. The court established that protecting works means more than
promoting social progress and innovation, but also preserving them in their original form,
as it was originally created. The defendant objected by claiming that original versions were
not purchased by the audience because of their unacceptable content. The court overruled
this argument, establishing that it ignores the intrinsic value of the right to control the
content of the copyrighted work which is the essence of the law of copyright. Whether
these films should be edited in a manner that would make them acceptable to more of the
public playing them on DVD in a home environment is more than merely a matter of
marketing; it is a question of what audience the copyright owner wants to reach. Even if
this successful trial did not guarantee the moral rights which are traditionally recognized
to European filmmakers – i.e. directors, screenwriters and composers, who are considered
authors of the work –, it nevertheless signified an important step in this direction by
highlighting the creator’s right to preserve the work in its original form, being essentially
equivalent to acknowledging the moral right to the integrity of the work, directly accepted
in a judiciary precedent.
Although directors could not claim moral rights in this case, they played an important
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role in protecting the integrity of their creation, so that distorting the work overrode financial
gain as the essential element of the dispute. However, directors are not copyright owners
and therefore need producers or studios to uphold their rights. In European countries,
directors themselves can claim their moral rights even after wavering to producers the
economic rights on the film.
In the US, production funds are generally larger – and considerably so – for films
than for any other artwork, which goes against recognizing filmmakers’ moral rights. The
combination of artistic freedom and the necessary financial investment generated countless
conflicts during the process of making and protecting the cinematic creation. Money is
important, but artistic genius is also required for making a high-quality cultural product,
and therefore a mechanism for protecting artistic creation is indispensable.
In the European Union there is a long-held preoccupation for a unitary regulation of
author’s rights issues – on this very year in Strasbourg, a project was voted for reforming
author’s rights. The most ardent controversies were provoked by dispositions through which
Google, Microsoft or other Internet titans could be forced to pay a “link tax” to editors for
displaying fragments of content. It is also proposed that online platforms such as YouTube
and Instagram should be coerced to use filtering systems that block copyrighted content I
moose license in order to display such content. A negotiation is to follow with the European
Commission and member states before adopting a Directive modifying national copyright
legislation. In Romania, Act n.8/1996 regarding author’s rights and neighbouring rights
has been radically modified and developed and this year was republished to harmonize the
Romanian law with all the provisions adopted by the European legislative forum.
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ENDNOTES
1. M. Ficsor – Intervention au colloque des 16 et 17 juin 1989. Droits d’auteur et droits de l’homme.
Paris, 9.09.1886
2. The first version was signed on 9 September 1886, by Belgium, France, Germany, Haiti, Italy,
Liberia, Spain, Switzerland, Tunisia and United Kingdom. It was ratified on September 5th 1887
and became effective on December 1887
3. Traité des droits d’auteurs, dans la littérature, les sciences et les beaux-arts, Paris, Jules Tenouars et
Cie, t.I, II, 1839
4. The term “editor” generally refers to the entrepreneur whose activity permits the dissemination,
execution and public presentation of an author’s work
5. German: Verwandte Schutzrechte; French: droits voisins; Dutch: naburige rechten or nevenrechten;
Italian: diritti connessi
6. EMINESCU Yolanda – Dreptul de autor. Legea nr.8/14 martie 1996. Annotated. Lumina Lex
Publishing House, Bucharest, 1997
7. Art.6 bis: (1) Independently of economic author’s rights and even after waivering these rights, the
author keeps the right to claim paternity of the work and to oppose any distortion, mutilation or any
modification of this work or any other retouching of it, liable to harm the author’s honor or reputation.
(2) The acknowledged rights of the author, according to (1), are maintained after the author’s death
at least until the annulment of patrimonial rights and can be enforced by the persons and institutions
empowered by the national legislation. However, in the case of countries where legislation does not, in
the moment of ratification of the present act, contain provisions which ensure posthumous protection of
the aforementioned rights, these countries have the competence of stipulating that some of these rights
are not maintained after the death of the author.
(3) Procedural means for defending the acknowledged rights of the present article are regulated by
legislation of the countries where protection is claimed.
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Abstract
Building a public image is an integral part of being (and remaining) president, an
essential duty for gaining credibility with the masses. From Mussolini to Franklin
D. Roosevelt to Donald Trump, presidential images have also been strongly
media-dependent, in a way that makes it easier to later expose (for instance, in
found-footage films) the artifice of their construction. As Stella Bruzzi argues, even
an ostensibly neutral genre like direct cinema isn’t spared the likeliness of a certain
type of showmanship (even to the ‘fly-on-the-wall’ camera of Robert Drew’s Primary,
John F. Kennedy was ‘natural’ in a way that outshined opponents – thus projecting
an image of power). Obviously, even compared to the most manipulative public
images of democratic leaders, in dictatorships, the control exerted over mass media
is more pronounced, but the insidious alliance between media and power in a
democracy could manipulate spectators in a comparatively effective way. Comparing
Andrei Ujică’s The Autobiography of Nicolae Ceaușescu (2010) and Penny Lane’s Our
Nixon (2013) – two found footage presidential portraits which are formally similar,
but circumscribed by historically different regimes – might suggest to what extent
the fabrication of a presidential image is not the consequence of censorship and
controlled culture, but inherent to the audiovisual medium.
Keywords
Found footage, documentary, the president and the image, biography,
Nicolae Ceaușescu, Richard Nixon, Watergate, Andrei Ujică, Penny Lane, Brian Frye,
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A

t least since the age of television, the credibility of a democratic presidential candidate has become inseparable from his public persona. It has become commonly
agreed upon that the competition for votes between Richard Nixon and John F.
Kennedy was not won or lost through their political skills, but their on-air persuasiveness:
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in the 1960 electoral debate, the more charismatic, better-tanned Kennedy was judged to
have won the debate on television (the newer medium, booming in popularity in electoral
matters), while Nixon, although the more experienced politician of the two, was more
persuasive on the radio. It is also worth noting that the two were contemporary and have
indeed met face to face (each film includes footage of the other’s protagonist), and both
leaders scored points after the meeting for the open-mindedness of their global politics.
Stella Bruzzi mentions the event (Bruzzi 2006: 156) as part of a larger assessment of JFK’s
legend and the ways the audiovisual medium helped build it – analyzing Robert Drew’s
Primary, she mentions the claims to objectivity made by the documentary: the lack of
voice-over, the direct cinema “fly-on-the-wall” camera style, the equal screen time given
by the documentary to Kennedy as to his opponent Hubert Humphrey, and yet she argues
that the documentary encourages a pro-Kennedy bias:

Whilst Richard Leacock’s camera observes with tangible closeness the tension and fatigue in
the Kennedy camp on election night, the parallel sequences following Humphrey are (with
the notable exception of Leacock’s shot of Humphrey falling asleep in his car) more formal
and reserved. Primary invites those watching to take sides, to engage with one ‘character’ over
another. (Bruzzi 2006: 158)

Rather than following the documentary theory orthodoxy that observational style encourages the audience to be less passive, Bruzzi takes after Brian Winston in calling Primary
symptomatic of “one of the most significant media failures of our time” in turning politics
into character identification.

THE ROOTS OF FOUND FOOTAGE PORTRAITS
Obviously, the discreet conspiracy between men in power and those who film them is as
old as newsreel films. Looking back from the 1960s, Jay Leyda observes how cameramen
protected Franklin D. Roosevelt, a beloved president whose popularity owes a lot to the
radio’s capacity to hide his physical disability. Not only would he never be shown in a
newsreel being lifted to or from a speaker’s stand, he would never even be recorded in such
a moment (Leyda 1964: 17).
This is not to say that the mise-en-scène of power could not later be overturned, as was
already obvious in the wartime use of enemy footage – by the advent of World War II,
military propaganda of a certain European power would cleverly be used by rival countries
to show it as a destructive force. Even the satirical portrait of a dictator is a format almost
as old as the newsreel: Esfir Shub’s The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty builds a once-glorious
ruling family into a national oppressor, with their own historical film stock; and in an
even more narrow sense of the ‘film-portrait’, Alberto Cavalcanti’s Yellow Caesar (1941)
depicts Benito Mussolini as a ridiculous man-child by reversing the grandiosity of his
public appearances. One tried-and-true trick is exposing the artifice of his poses: although
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The Autobiography of Nicolae Ceaușescu

he appears in medium shot bare-chested and vigorously moving around hay stacks in a
truck, the abundance of angles for the same moment (caught by several cameramen who
were ordered to be there to record it) reveals this agricultural feat as being, in fact, carefully
staged to be put on record; a wider angle reveals a gigantic crowd that is also present at
the event, as the dictator seemed willing to do physical labor only if it was guaranteed to
improve his public image. Adding to the satirical bite, the same bare-chested, man’s man
pose is repeated in the following piece of archival footage, when Mussolini is riding a sleigh
on a snowy background – this scene seeming even more hollow than his minutes-long
engagement in community service shown previously. Yellow Caesar has the arc of an
earnest short documentary chronicling the ascension to power of a tyrant, although the
tone fluctuates from dramatic to comedic and sometimes even mixes the two (as when the
comment over a few shots of working men and women concludes that “someone has to
pay for all that glory”). Produced by the Ealing studios, where British comedy was most
at home, the film has the occasional stroke of cinematic genius when manipulating the
archival footage – for instance, one of Mussolini’s speeches is dubbed in bad English and
has extradiegetic, lighthearted music that seems to become diegetic when it drops sharply
on one of the dictator’s hand gestures.
Seventy years later, Andrei Ujică’s The Autobiography of Nicolae Ceaușescu (2010) and
Penny Lane’s Our Nixon (2013) still use some of the same distancing techniques, though
having to choose from vastly richer archives and renouncing the committed verbal commentary. Neither Lane, nor Ujică use voice-over or text comments to influence our reading
of the archival images, but rather rely on our willingness and intuition of reading them
against the grain. Lane’s film is polyphonic (integrating footage by his right-hand men, H.R.
Haldeman, John Ehrlichman and Dwight Chapin, along with their public statements on
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the Nixon regime) and, beside including documents that are new to the audience, seems to
be getting at some sort of truth by confronting these perspectives against each other as well
as the popular history of the Nixon presidency. Ujică’s ‘autobiography’ of the Romanian
dictator uses public television footage as well as newsreels from the National Film Archive
– in other words, the official representation of the events – while urging spectators to look
beyond the frame through their reflexes of decoding fiction and exposing formal artifice.
It is worth mentioning that newsreel sound of Ceaușescu’s time, with the exception of
speeches, is usually missing from the archive, as the news broadcast was habitually delivered
with highly moralizing commentary – the excision and replacement of it in Autobiography
already marks an intervention upon the documents.

TWO AUTHORITY FIGURES, FACE TO FACE
Nixon and Ceaușescu were contemporaries and have indeed met face to face (each film
includes footage of the other’s protagonist), and both leaders scored points after their
diplomatic meeting for the open-mindedness of their global politics – ironically, for
Ceaușescu, rebelling against USSR and being pro-Western was a redeeming trait, while
Nixon, on the contrary, impressed voters by lessening the US rampant anti-communism of
the Cold War. Furthermore, the two found footage films are symmetrical in their authorial
intentions – to put viewers in a position where they second-guess what they know about
historically significant moments. Our Nixon hints at the Watergate scandal, includes Nixon’s
“Silent Majority” speech that dismisses Vietnam protests as aberrations and frequently
revolves around the conservative-but-self-ironic persona through which Nixon tried to
save face. Some recordings clearly age worse than others, such as his comments on the All
in the Family sitcom that ostensibly glorifies homosexuality, as he seems to assume, to the
disgrace of the whole nation. (Any amateur critic of 1970s pop culture would naturally
conclude that the decade started without the president himself realizing it.) Beyond that,
however, is the metacinematic story of the documents themselves – Nixon had a secret
taping system by which he abundantly recorded Oval Office conversations that he would
otherwise conceal from his staff members (the tapes were confiscated post-Watergate,
although he had, and missed, the chance to delete them); and he would encourage the
seemingly informal, home-movie-like recordings of his aides (only to subsequently betray
the men whose confidence he had cultivated along the years). While these were all private
documents (later made public by order of the Supreme Court), they do suggest Nixon’s
orchestration of his own reality, his ongoing cunning of deciding what to hide and what
to admit in public. He obviously seems all the more vulnerable when his manipulation
doesn’t work, such as during the 1972 Reader’s Digest dinner when he gently mocked his
own “square” choice of a musical group, only to later discover that the singers had an antiwar moment prepared before their (honorably delivered, as promised) performance. It is
worth mentioning that Nixon’s nickname of ‘Tricky Dick’ dates back to a 1950 Senate
election and that his 1952 ‘Checkers’ speech, in a nutshell, marks the first time when he
lied on television. While the Watergate scandal and his subsequent resignation signify the
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ultimate fall from political grace, by then he had been infamously corrupt and duplicitous
for decades. Thus, the later Nixon biographies, fictional portraits and documentaries were
also attempts to give US citizens the catharsis they never had, having trusted a politician
whose sense of what is moral and even what is legal was very elastic.
On the other side of the Iron Curtain, Nicolae Ceaușescu’s self-designed fiction is
well-known, and as the Seventies progressed, his figure would take up more and more of
the public television screening time. While Nixon repeatedly assumed the fictional role
of an honest, average citizen to appease his voters, Ceaușescu would gradually submit the
country to his own sense of morality, from proletarian work ethics which were held in
high esteem to normative family planning (which meant the opposite of contraception)
to an opposition to religion and ethnic diversity – under an authoritarian regime, his
control over citizens’ lives was much more direct. The continuity between Ceaușescu’s
public appearance and his private self that might be interpreted from Autobiography (see,
for instance, Țichindeleanu 2011), not to be found in someone like Nixon who was
more easily swayed by circumstances, also meant a more dogmatic leadership, especially
from 1971 onward. Autobiography is sorted almost entirely in chronological order and
largely conforms to what might have been his historical memory during 1965-1989, with
markers for public events (death of his predecessor Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, the 1977
Bucharest earthquake, his visits to China and North Korea, the building of the Bucharest
subway and People’s Palace etc.) or personal ones (his mother’s funeral in a notable rural
setting, a lavish birthday ceremony in his 50s as well as his obvious affliction with age and
illness along the years). Some archive footage is important for what it connotes directly or
indirectly (the administration’s incapacity to deal with natural calamities or the growing
poverty of the nation, for instance), while other segments are of peripheral importance to
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macro-history but are nonetheless baffling (a parade in the honor of the president where
participants mimic sports competitions while marching, and the boxing ring/field moves
along with them; a Korean woman singing a Romanian patriotic song, in Romanian and not
without appropriate inflexions and traditional dance moves, in honor of Ceaușescu’s visit
to North Korea). Due to what is clearly an authorial decision, there is little shown of the
average Romanian individual (despite the leader’s frequent evocation of “the people”) and
almost no public opposition (despite there being ample literary and radiophonic archives
of it, for instance, Ujică’s film sticks to the TV/cinematic utopia of Ceaușescu’s Socialist
Republic of Romania). One metonymic representation of a dissenting voice is Constantin
Pârvulescu’s speech at the 12th Party Congress, in 1979, which runs surprisingly long in
accusing Ceaușescu of being an unfit leader, but later faces a unanimous rejection from
every party member in the enormous convention room.

A SLANTED TAKE ON MACRO-HISTORY
Both Our Nixon and Autobiography start with an interrogation (a talk show host confronting Haldeman for his understatement of having a “cloudy crystal ball” when supporting
Nixon, in the former; an 1989 mock-trial where Ceaușescu and his wife refuse to face
their charges, in the latter), but only Our Nixon legitimately undertakes a forensic structure
(also invoked by the fact that it is dealing with previously unexamined evidence), whereas
the narrative structure assembled by Ujică and editor Dana Bunescu largely renounces
such ambition, even in the most easily verifiable facts. For instance, in the last scene of
the film, which goes back to the trial of the Ceaușescu couple, Nicolae Ceaușescu claims
that nobody shot at the protesters in the Timișoara square and that, on the contrary, there
were direct orders to prevent any violence; nothing else in the film (save for, possibly,
the skeptical tone of the investigator) is meant to either confirm or refute his statement;
what is more prominent in the scene is the spouses’ utter shock in being asked to justify
themselves, seemingly for the first time.
Authenticity of the image is arguably central to both films. Lane and producer Brian
Frye use footage and sound recordings that were not meant for public display and thus,
in theory, were less hypocritical than public statements. Ujică and Bunescu similarly use
previously unbroadcast moments of Ceaușescu such as the final seconds of a speech recording, when the dictator is making exaggerated hand gestures; additionally, as mentioned
before, they discard the artificial interpretations of the original commentary. In both cases,
the final cut accommodates a range of perspectives on events rather than pleading the
case for the authors’ interpretation. Lane notes in an interview that Frye and herself are
open to critiques of the film, but strongly reject the statement that their film is one-sided
(Campbell 2013). Ujică states that he is not in the least apprehensive regarding the effect
of his film on nostalgic viewers, since they hold idealistic views of the past regardless of
evidence (Vasiliu 2011). Perhaps the most striking contrast, especially given the common
endeavor of the two films, is in their production history – Autobiography is the effort of a
small group of people to filter the poorly catalogued archives, with a small budget and little
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support from copyright holders of the archives (during the cinematheque Q&A after a 2018
screening, Bunescu speculated that their semi-rogue filmmaking might have precipitated
the Romanian Television’s decision to make access to their archives even more restrictive
to outsiders), whereas Lane notes the unexpected support for their audiovisual exploration
due to the generalized interest in the topic (Anderson-Moore, 2013). An educated guess
might be that Romania is not (yet) willing to confront its past, a fact that echoes in the
institutional management of archives.
Within Romania, there were several widespread reactions to Autobiography, including
its condemnation for not showing the grim living conditions in Ceaușescu’s Romania (in
other words, even two decades after the fall of the regime, many viewers were unable to take
the imaginative leap of seeing the world from the limited vantage point of the dictator).
Another emotional reaction to it was mockery and laughter, as anticipated by director Radu
Jude’s trailer for the film (two spectators in a dark screening room, watching the home
movies of the Ceaușescu couple, impersonating them with derogatory lines) and noted
in a post-screening critical piece on leftist website CriticAtac (Poenaru 2010). Another
approach – most articulately formulated in critic Andrei Gorzo’s three weekly columns
on the film – is to note the fictional tropes in assembling it, especially since a Romanian
readership – due to over-familiarity with the material and a lack of public awareness of the
creative potential of found footage films – might be reluctant to notice them. For instance,
Gorzo notes the noir structure of the Autobiography, where the crucial moment – the hasty
trial, which many viewers might know abruptly led to an execution – leads to a flashback,
and the events that follow explain the tragic ending of the hero (a brutal outcome which
spectators are aware of, throughout the film). Parenthetically, such fictional tropes might
indeed be identified in Our Nixon, where Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Chapin work as
audience stand-ins, like several fictional characters evolving alongside powerful men, in
The King’s Speech (dir. Tom Hooper, 2010), J. Edgar (Clint Eastwood, 2011), or in a more
extreme difference of vantage point in The Last King of Scotland (Kevin Macdonald, 2006).
Such characters are handy in a screenwriter’s toolkit due to the assumption that a leader’s
psychology is outside the grasp of the average spectator, but might be comprehensible
through the filter and observations of one of his trustworthy associates who hadn’t been
either pressured or corrupted by a high social status.
An admirative, but somewhat ambivalent take on the film belongs to cultural theorist
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Ovidiu Țichindeleanu, who praises it from escaping the narrow thinking habits of Romanian
anti-communism – which ends up mystifying the present, as well as the past –, but is
wary of the omissions necessary even to a three-hour compression of a 25-year rule. For
instance, as Țichindeleanu notes, the Romanian president is shown as caught between
the Soviet Union and Marxist-sounding dogma, on the one hand, and his meetings with
Nixon, the Queen of England, his visit to Hollywood etc., on the other; and yet there is
no mention of his exploration of an alternative alliance, his then-notorious meeting with
African theorist/politician Amilcar Cabral and, by way of consequence, the whole existence
of the Non-Aligned states is ignored in an East vs. West dichotomy. The theorist also notes
that, unlike his former collaborator, Harun Farocki, Ujică is less interested in resistance
to standardized media practices and more interested in traditional aesthetics – by this line
of reasoning, Autobiography is a socialist realist history of Romania made with ostensibly
documentary footage.
It might be overzealous to sever the reception of Autobiography from its biased, emotional
reception by Romanian spectators. The ghost of Ceaușescu also makes its appearance in
other documentaries, such as Alexandru Solomon’s “post-communist transition” chronicle
Kapitalism – Our Improved Formula, also made in 2010 (the point-of-view camera angle
summoning the specter of the dictator looks down on the new Romania and wonders what
became of the principles he had tried to instill). Also, there is an outspoken difference of
opinion even between its two makers, after having spent countless hours watching socialist
audiovisual archives: Ujică describes it as a “therapeutic” exercise and concludes that it
helped him to understand the dictator somewhat better, while Bunescu (in the same Q&A,
moderated by Film Menu film-student-writers) confessed to hating him as much as before.
Whether plunging into the archives can lead to any catharsis (be it on the treachery of
Nixon’s backstage dealing or the historical trauma of a dictatorship) is still debatable, but
what it can do in the least is prevent a solidification of meaning when looking back on a
past that may not be past.
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A

dina Pintilie’s debut feature Touch Me Not (Nu mă atinge-mă, 2018) created
polarized opinions after the 2018 edition of Berlinale. The film was adored by
both international jury and the GWFF best first feature award juries, so they
both gave it their top award. Some famous critics like Jay Weisberg of Variety and Deborah
Young1 of Hollywood Reporter praised it2, while other critics and journalists in Screen
International found the film kitsch and overbreading, intending to acquire attention from
showing the spectacle of sexual minorities. Just like Peter Bradshaw of The Guardian claimed
that: “Victory for Adina Pintilie’s humourless and clumsy documentary essay underscores
Berlin’s status as a festival that promotes the dull and valueless.” He even described this
film as a “catastrophe” as Brexit and Trump3. By the end of Berlinale, Touch me not received
1.5 out of 4 in the Screen International jury grid, and was ranked 3rd from the bottom of
the 19 films in the competition4.
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forthcoming in publication.
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After its screening in American, famous critic A. O. Scott gave it a good review with
80/100 on the New York Times5.
After Berlinale, the film has made a really successful festival route, starting form Nyon
for Visions du Réel documentary festival, then going to Istanbul, Moscow, Kiev (Molodist
International Film Festival), Cluj (TIFF), Sydney, Bologna (Biografilm Festival), Wrocław
(New Horizons Film Festival), Jerusalem, Toronto, Helsinki, Reykjavik, Bergen, Montréal
(Festival du Nouveau Cinéma de Montréal), London, Seville, Amsterdam (IDFA) etc, and
highlighting in European Film Academy Awards with the nomination of Prix FIPRESCI
(European Discovery). In 2019 this film continues the journey, with screening at Museum
of Modern Art in January, and will be finally released in Romania on 15th of March.
In Nyon, Bergen, and IDFA, the film was selected as a documentary, but not in the
European Academy Awards documentary catalogue. This brought out a long-lasting debate
whether the film was a documentary of a fiction film? Although the world-sales company
Doc & Film International focuses on documentaries, yet on IMDB and cinemagia.ro, it
was tagged as “drama”. According to the director, it was “started from documentaries”, but
the film itself was “more like a process of making a documentary. It’s not a documentary,
but a fusion between reality and fiction.”6
However, up till now, all the analysis and reviews of this film have neglected an important fact: Touch me not actually should be considered as the milepost of the ending of
Romanian New Wave. The multi-awards-winning wave could be traced back to Stuff and
Dough (Marfa și banii, 2001, dir. Cristi Puiu) and highlighted by the triumphs in Cannes
during 2005-2007, and later “concluded” in 2016 with the final “battle” between Cristi
Puiu and Cristian Mungiu in Cannes Film Festival. Therefore, the recognition and awards
of Berlin International Film Festival for Ana, mon amour (2017, dir. Călin Peter Netzer) and
Touch Me Not just appeared at the right time to assure the turning of Romanian arthouse
film in the “post-new wave period”.

ADINA PINTILIE, A GRADUATE OF NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
OF THEATRE AND FILM (UNATC)
Adina Pintile’s last name, “Pintilie”, can easily lead to the impression that she is related to
Lucian Pintilie, the best-known auteur in Romanian film history. Yet this is not indeed the
case. The female director, born in 1980, was admitted to UNATC in 2001 at Screenwriting
and Film Theory department. The following year, she transferred to the Film Directing
department, in the class of Radu Gabrea, one of the key figures of the “’70s Generation”
directors, and graduated in 2008. Since 2010, she is She the Artistic Director of Bucharest
International Experimental Film Festival (BIEFF) since 2010.
One can find most of Adina Pintilie’s student works in the UNATC archive, including:
1. Nea Pintea… Model (2004), documentary short, video;
2. Unwatched Trains (Trenuri nesupravegheate, 2004), 16mm short film, black and white,
co-directed with Marius Iacob;
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3. Some Kind of Loneliness (Un fel de singurătate, 2005) documentary short, video;
4. The Fear of Mr. G (Frica domnului G, 2005), 35mm short film, black and white;
5. Casino (2005), 35mm short film, color, co-directed with Marius Iacob;
6. SandPitt#186 (Balastiera#186, 2007), 35mm short film, black and white, co-directed
with George Chiper;
According to information found on websites like cinemagia.ro, Festival Scope, etc.,
she also directed short films: Her (Ea, 2003) and Diary#2 (2013).
Adina Pintilie described her own works as “at the border between fiction, documentary
and visual art. Her films are very particular within the new Romanian cinema landscape,
standing out through a highly personal visual style, daring experimentation in cinematic
language and the uncompromising exploration of human psychology.”7 Her documentary
Don’t get me wrong… (Nu te supăra dar…, 2007) was selected at Locarno Film Festival
in the “contemporary filmmakers” section, and won the best picture “Golden Dove” at
DOK Leipzig. In addition, the film was selected to more than 50 other international film
festivals including International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) and was
even nominated for best documentary cinematography at Camerimage. Her short film
Oxygen (Oxigen 2010) was selected to IFFR’s Tiger Short Competition and short film
competition at Warsaw International Film Festival.
In the UNATC bachelor program for Directing, every student is required to complete
at least one short film each year. In the first and the second year, students can use videotapes
or 16 mm black and white films, while in junior and senior year, they can use 35 mm
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stock, black and white, and then color, combining studios and location shooting. Adina
Pintile’s Nea Pintea… Model is her second-year work as an “observational film”, meant to
be a documentary focusing on one figure. This short documentary portrays an old man who
worked as a model in Bucharest Art Institute for 10 years. He claimed that a socialist-realist
group sculpture in Bucharest was made based on his image, which turned out not to be
true in the film’s end credits. Interestingly enough, the film also documented the process
of the sculpture’s dismantling, after the old man’s explanation in front of it. As a matter of
fact, this film reminds Andrzej Wajda’s Man of Marble (Człowiek z marmuru, 1977) and its
explicit theme of “post-communism” also echoed by the famous Good Bye Lenin! (2003, dir.
Wolfgang Becker). Nea Pintea… Model was selected in the 4th International Student Film
and Video Festival of Beijing Film Academy (ISFVF) in 2005 and won the Outstanding
International Student Film Award, the only award-winning documentary of the edition.
Unwatched Trains was obviously a parody of the emblematic Czech New Wave film
Closely Watched Trains (Ostresledovanévlaky, 1966, dir. Jiří Menzel). This short film, typical
for Romanian dark humor style, follows a prisoner breaking away from the police escort.
He knocks out the train conductor and rapes his wife when she comes to bring the meal,
then finally jumps onto the train to escape. The film displays a very interesting structure
of eyesight, and destabilizes the common use of point-of-view shots and key details.
Both of the two short films were still typical for UNATC style, as Adina Pintile was
in school when the Romanian New Wave was just about to start. By that time, Puiu had
already filmed Stuff and Dough after graduating from ESAV in Switzerland, while the
outstanding and successful short films directed by Cristian Mungiu, Cristian Nemescu,
Cătălin Mitulescu and Corneliu Porumboiu who previously graduated from UNATC had
become references of the upcoming students. However, the two films fundamental for
the “grammar” of Romanian New Wave, The Death of Mr. Lăzărescu (Moartea domnului
Lăzărescu, 2005, dir. Cristi Puiu) and 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days (4 luni, 3 săptămâni
și 2 zile, 2007, dir. Cristian Mungiu), were not yet released. At the time, Adina Pintilie
was free from the impact of the formula “low lighting, natural light effect, handheld long
takes, one-day-one-night story, narratives on revolution and (post-)communist history”8,
which later became the stereotype of Romanian film. The Fear of Mr. G was an anti-utopia
sci-fi film, discussing alienation of human beings caused by social system, and Casino was
the kind of criminal thrillers that most film students would like to try on. Even Sandpit
#186, about a post-communist factory, was a fantasy film about how angels coming to
the ground got along with workers, totally different from Romanian directors handling
this kind of theme.
Oxygen was the first film produced by Manekinofilm, the company Adina Pintilie started
after graduation, together with cinematographer Marius Iacob, whom she’s been working
with for years. The film was financed by Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion
(a different source from the default one, the national film fund of CNC-National Film
Center). It was a “documentary” meant to “reconstruct” a real event of the communist
year of 1984, when someone built a boat to cross the Danube, using an oxygen cylinder
as engine, trying to escape to the “free world”. Although it was not rare to approach such
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a motif, as it happens in West (Occident, 2002, dir. Cristian Mungiu), How I Celebrated the
End of the World (Cum mi-am petrecut sfârșitul lumii, 2006, dir. Cătălin Mitulescu), and
Silent River (Apele tac, 2011, dir. Anca Miruna Lăzărescu), Adina Pintilie’s film creates a
different atmosphere, dropping all dramatic touches while focusing on the environment
(especially the typical socialist factory and housing apartments) and individual psychology.
She reconstructed the period setting in terms of broadcast and TV shows, using found
footage. She constantly emphasized the composition of every shot and developed her
unique style.
Most importantly, Adina Pintilie developed her own auteurism focused on the marginalized minorities. Some Kind of Loneliness as an “observational film”, turned the spotlight on
patients in psychiatric hospitals, trying to go deeper into their minds when recording their
living status. Moreover, her famous debut feature-length documentary was a continuation
of her previous interests. The film was financed by the Aristoteles workshop9 and shot in
a Romanian medical center of mental and neurologic diseases called Călugăreni. The film
recorded five patients, suffering from Down syndrome, schizophrenia and mental retard.
This film actually reminds us the well-known documentary July 13th-July 19th 1998,
Craiova, The Retirement Home (13-19 iulie 1998, Craiova, Azilul de bătrâni) directed by
Cristi Puiu together with Andreea Păduraru. Puiu observed the elderly carefully when
shooting this documentary and then developed the theme in The Death of Mr. Lazarescu
that brought him to fame. Adina Pintilie made a close observation of the patients and
intended to understand their logics, which was of great value. She even boldly tried to
construct the world described by one of the patients.
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“TOUCH ME NOT ” AND THE FORMAL EXPERIMENT AND
BODY POLITICS
Touch me not lasted seven years as a film project. Yet Adina Pintile has attended TFL
Script&Pitch of Torino Filmlab with the script as early as 2007. Then in 2011 she went to
Torino again with this project in FrameWork10. In the competition of Romanian National
Film Fund, this project was denied for the first time in 2011, with only 21.65 points in the
script; then it got funding in December, 2012, with 79.95 in the debut unit and credit of
700,000 RON. This time it got 47.65 points for the script and 32.3 for the producer and
the director. Although Romania provides relatively abundant government subsidies under
the frame of “cinema of the small nations”11, as a rule, Romanian National Film Fund
would only cover half of the budget that a project applies for. Consequently, this film has
to find other funding sources. In fact, even directors like Puiu, Mungiu and Porumboiu
need to rely largely on the project competition held by CNC, and had to go further on
applying for Eurimages or Aide aux cinémas du monde of French CNC. In general, the
interval between two films for one director is three to four years.
Finally, it took 10 weeks to shoot Touch Me Not, yet from 2015 to 2017, with various funding and producers from Germany, Czech Republic, Bulgaria and France except
Romania. In 2015, the project received 160,000 Euros from Eurimages, also got support
from CineMart of Rotterdam, Cinéfondation of Cannes and Cinelink of Sarajevo. In
addition, it also got funding from Czech National Film Foundation of 386,000 CZK.
The whole budget of the film was approximately 1 million Euros, beyond the previous
1.4 million Ron back in 2012. But the final result was more than just one film; the whole
Touch Me Not program included a video installation set for museum exhibition, and an
interactive theatre show played by the actors and actresses of the film. According to Adina
Pintilie, the making of this film was actually a “fluid experience, made of different formats,
all linked to Touch Me Not”12.
The English title Touch Me Not actually simplified the complicated meaning of the
Romanian title Nu mă atinge-mă, whose meaning is: “Don’t touch me/touch me”. According
to the director, the title itself is “an inner struggle”, “a contradiction between the need of
intimacy and the fear of it”, “a grammatical impossibility, but that’s the point”13. The film
has a rather complicated structure. To simply define it, the film is about the process of
director Adina (played by Adina Pintilie herself ) interviewing the heroine Laura (interpreted
by British Actress Laura Benson), about how she overcame her fear of physical touch in
intimacy and tried to enjoy sex. Laura’s problem seems to have originated from her family
and childhood experience, especially her relationship with her father. The solution she
chose included hiring a male escort (although she could not have sex with him), reaching
out for help from a transsexual sex worker and therapist “Luxury Hanna” (played by
Hanna Hoffman) and consulting Seani, a professional therapist for sex issues (played by
Seani Love). Meanwhile, Hanna visits her father in ICU, and his nursing assistant Tudor
(played by Icelandic actor Tómas Lemarquis), suffering from psychological problems and
alopecia, participates in a touch therapy workshop which also includes disabled people.
There, Tudor is matched with Christian (played by Christian Bayerlein) who suffers from
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spinal muscular atrophy. The two touch each other to share and discuss under instructions.
In the meantime, Tudor keeps on stalking a woman named Mona (played by Bulgarian
actress Irma Chichikova) and follows her once to an S&M club. There he catches sight
of Christian enjoying sex under the observation of a crowd. Tudor is in turn followed by
Laura, which gives them a chance for heartfelt discussions. During the diegetic interviewing
and filming process, Adina revealed herself too after Laura’s confessions, and started to face
her own fear, trauma and psychological problems.
In broad terms, the film presents the process of filming a documentary as self-therapy
(and even starts with setting up cameras and lights and ends with dismantling them). But
with the intervention of professional actors/actresses and those who are nonprofessional,
who may be regarded not as playing themselves, but rather having a real interaction with
those actors, the film stays in a vague area between documentary and feature. This can
be easily noted by the coherence of characters’ names and the performers themselves. For
example, the eponymous performer playing Christian is a well-known disabled activist14.
And Seani Love is a professional therapist for sex issues, setting up workshops and acting
in adult movies apart from working as a consultant15. He was also rewarded as the 2015
Sexual Worker of the year in Sexual Freedom Awards.
The main theme of the film is intimacy, but it refers to many others, like sexual minorities, disabled people, sexual workers, their enjoyment of sex, being comfortable with
one’s own body, the diversity and complicated nature of human sexual behaviors, and the
various standards of “beauty”. Such attention on the body corresponds to so many scenes
with nudity. The opening scene, in which Laura hired a Bulgarian male prostitute and
watched him masturbate, intrigued part of the audience in the Berlinale press screening.
Later, there were more shots with frontal nudity, including Laura, Hanna – who introduced
her artificial breasts (she even named them) and shows her unexcised male genitals, also
Christian’s – who appeared in a nude shot in the S&M club after long discussing about
sex desires and experiences in the workshop, and so on. These scenes were seen as defiant
by nearly every film critic. On the other hand, these scenes showed no sense of eroticism.
Rather, they were filmed in the manner of “observational film”, which can be seen as a
UNATC tradition. In this way, the film’s essay-like psychological therapy structure was
echoed in the filming process by critical “observation” (achieved by composition, color
matching and editing), taking over the previous visual system of “gaze” (fulfilling erotic
desire) dominant in most of films.
According to Adina Pintilie, this film is “an invitation to dialogue”, hoping to “challenge the viewer to reconsider their idea on intimacy, on beauty”, and it is “an invitation
to empathy”, hoping to make the audiences “accept the other, who is different than you”16,
and at the same time, “investigate of the language, and push the boundary of the language
of cinema”17. Adina Pintile was fully aware of her defiance, but she still chose such a brave
way of expression / presentation (one can find the tag “#courage” for this film on Facebook).
And about the director Adina’s presence in the film, one can hardly tell if it is Adina
Pintilie herself or just a character based on her, or both, just like all the other unprofessional
actors. They experienced the process from rejecting it, like Laura, as nothing happened to
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gradually revealing herself, achieving self-exposure and therapy throughout the interview.
The moment of truth appeared after about 54 minutes, when Laura suggested that they
switch places Adina finally stopped to defend when she sat in front of the camera. Although
the film kept on reminding audiences of the existence of the camera and the whole crew
to break the fourth wall, this moment was still powerful and rather interesting.

THE END OF ROMANIAN NEW WAVE
Tom Tykwer, president of the international jury for 2018 Berlinale, commented when he
presented the best picture award that “We found out that what we would like to give an
award not for what cinema can do today, but for what it will be able to do one day.”18 This
pointed out accurately the value of Touch Me Not. This film was somehow “un-scriptable”
or “un-editable”. It actually presented a sophisticated structure while mixing feature film
with documentary. The way and process of making the film itself became an important part.
If we put Adina Pintilie’s Touch Me Not back in the context of Romanian cinema or
even mainstream international film festivals, the controversy aroused by this film can hardly
reveal its true value. Independent film critic Carmen Gray described the dispute around
this film in her review19, about the choices of Berlinale (like how to maintain the place in
the prestige hierarchy of international film festival) and how the choice was criticized as a
“political choice” and was even related deliberately with #MeToo movement. The article
also mentions that the impact of right wing media reprinting Bradshaw’s negative reviews
wildly in Romania before the film was even released domestically. She was also one of the
few critics that discussed how this film was different from “naturalistic, black-humoured
Romanian New Wave classics”. To her, Adina Pintile, as “a black sheep”, has definitely
achieved a breakthrough of Romanian films which are defined as: “style is becoming stale
template” and “about men having relationship breakdowns during mid-life crises”. But
it should be noted that Romanian New Wave has already split and changed several times
over the past years since 2005. If one thinks from the point of view of film history, the
changes have long been rooted in the very beginning.
First let us have a retrospective view of the Romanian New Wave history. No matter
the filmmakers agreed or not, Romanian New Wave is for sure a “new wave” and should
be added such in film history textbook now. It includes mainly directors born in late
1960s and early 1970s, starting with Cristi Puiu’s epochal debut Stuff and Dough in 2001.
Then after a few debuts in various styles (like Cristian Mungiu’s West in 2002 and Radu
Muntean’s Furia in 2002), Romanian cinema received international recognition with a
series of award-winning short-length films: Cigarettes and Coffee (Un cartuș de Kent și un
pachet de cafea) by Puiu, which won the Golden Bear for short film at Berlinale in 2003;
Traffic (Trafic) by Cătălin Mitulescu, awarded with Palme d’Or for short film at Cannes
Film Festival in 2004, and so on. Later Romanian films have won mportant awards at
Cannes in 2005-2007: Puiu’s The Death of Mr. Lăzărescu won Un Certain Regard Award in
2005, Porumboiu’s 12:08 East of Bucharest (A fost sau n-a fost?) won Golden Camera award,
while Mitulescu’s How I Celebrated the End of the World won the best actress award of Un
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Certain Regard competition in 200 and in 2007 Romanians archived “mission impossible”: 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days won Palme d’or and California Dreamin’ (Nesfârsit)”
won Un Certain Regard Award. A country of “cinema of the small nations” got both two
official section’s top prize in Cannes, which had never happened before. According to the
chief editor of Cahiers du cinéma by that time, Jean-Michel Frodon, 2007 is the year of
“the exuberant Romanian ‘New Wave’, which has been established for three years now”20.
The “method” created by Cristi Puiu in his first two films gradually became a really
effective aesthetic system. One can observe the sudden and sharp style change in Mungiu
and Radu Mutean’s second feature, which could be the best proof. The following remarkable
newcomers including Radu Jude, Călin Peter Netzer and Florin Șerban, also won some
awards in major international film festivals, and almost all the Romanian directors start
to make films of this “Puiu-esque”, or minimalist-realist style at the same time. That made
Romanian cinema became the “new rich” in film festivals in the recent decade, after being
ignored for a long time. So, one can find the dynamics structure linking the filmmakers,
international film festivals, and art-system (including film fund, critics and governmental
institute). The dynamic structure works so well that a certain “Romanian style” was formed
under this structure.
All of a sudden, there seemed to be a certain “formula” for Romanian film, and it did
work! It happened somehow by chance from many aspects: Cristi Puiu made some great
changes as somehow an outsider of Romanian film system, and the tragic death of Cristian
Nemescu, whose debut represented a potential alternative style of Romanian cinema died
along with him before it became visible and effective.
Also, one should consider the international film festivals preference of realist approaches
since Dogma 95, along with Jean-Pierre & Luc Dardenne, which had led to a wave of
realist films in the beginning of the 21st century. Of course, there were some sorts of
inevitability, too: the social condition of Post-Cold War Romania and the uniqueness of
expression of “Ostalgia” in Romania New Wave21, which combines the communist history
and post-communist reality sophisticatedly in the film, while approaching realistic issues
into a dramatized plot. In a word, Romanian New Wave pushed the realism films into a
new level and made “Ostalgia” become the key feeling structure in the films, not only in
Romanian but also in almost all the former Eastern bloc countries.
But great success also came with recognizable style and cliché. Puiu was also the first
to try a new path. However, his focus was still on “historicized social reality”, although he
started to explore human conscious and inner space, and even dropped his famous handheld camera style to steady camera. The transformation of Porumboiu and Muntean were
no further than Puiu’s either.
The first to make great changes was Radu Jude, who won Silver Bear for Best director
award at Berlinale with a costume film, Aferim! (2015). His later Scarred Hearts (Inimi
cicatrizate, 2016), a Max Blecher adaptation, was again a period film, focusing on the
1920s story of a grieving writer, and won the Special Jury Prize at Locarno. His latest film
I Do Not Care If We Go Down in History as Barbarians (Îmi este indiferent dacă în istorie
vom intra ca barbari, 2018) also had nothing to do with Romanian New Wave themes,
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and won Crystal Globe at Karlovy Vary International Film Festival. Although Radu Jude
follows a more political agenda, to some degree, he could be seen as an heir of Nae Caranfil,
in terms of costume dramas set in the near past.
Another one to step out was Călin Peter Netzer. After three typical Romanian New
Wave films in a row, including the Golden Bear winning Child’s Pose (Poziţia copilului,
2013), he turned to the field of discussing intimacy, body and memory. Ana, mon amour
won a Silver Bear for Outstanding Artistic Contribution in at 2017 Berlinale (specifically,
the prize went to editor Dana Bunescu). In Jude and Netzer’s latest films, they no longer
pay attention to “post-communist realities” or “historicized realities”, but go into reconstructing the history, or the body politics respectively. Though the way their films might
still maintain some characteristics of the Romanian New Wave style, their key interests in
choosing themes have changed dramatically. And the awards they received for these films
were the recognition of their technique as well as the applause for the courage to explore
new areas.
Putting it another way, the Romanian New Wave was right under the regimen of
“cinema of the small nations”, in which artistic films oriented for international film
festival were supported by the government. However, the most important thing is the
Romanian New Wave brought films back to the public from elitist discourse gradually.
Romanian film industry experienced a serious crisis after the revolution until 2000 when
not a single domestic feature was released the whole year. The box-office continued to
shrink, and numbers of theatres and screens plummeted. Along with the Palme d’or, the
turning point happened in 2007, when statistics showed that people began to go back to
cinemas. It might be a coincidence, but to some extent, the prize did intensify attention
of the public to domestic film. Although the box-office of domestic films in Romanian
has never reached 5% except in 2002, the statistics show that the audience started to
come back to the theatre to watch domestic films; in 2017 the admissions reached 13.88
million, the highest figure since 1997. Romanian film industry is definitely looking better
with the recovery of economics since 2007, the year of the Romanian cinema revival. The
table and the figures below show the important data of Romanian film industry covering
the period of 2000-2017.
Table: Statistics of Romanian film industry since 2000
Year

Theatres Screens Admission Box-office Average
income
ticket price
(M)
(M RON) (RON)

Share of Film
domestic production
films

2000

279

293

5.11

8.73

1.71

1.4%

0

2001

259

276

5.73

15.42

2.69

2.0%

14 (6)

2002

230

247

5.32

20.12

3.79

9.8%

9

2003

191

213

4.53

22.45

4.96

1.8%

18 (5)

2004

155

183

4.00

24.87

6.21

2.8%

21 (11)
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Table: Statistics of Romanian film industry since 2000
2005

85

120

2.83

24.42

8.63

2.6%

20 (11)

2006

73

108

2.78

28.28

10.18

3.2%

18 (16)

2007

72

117

2.93

34.38

11.74

4.7%

11

2008

75

136

3.8

53.11

13.98

3.6%

9

2009

74

182

5.28

86.94

16.47

2.3%

18

2010

68

194

6.51

111.64

17.15

2.5%

19

2011

75

241

7.24

124.71

17.24

1.4%

11

2012

81

264

8.35

144.79

17.34

3.6%

19

2013

76

264

9.05

160.52

17.74

2.8%

25

2014

78

292

10.17

185.2

18.21

2.2%

27

2015

82

339

11.17

206.87

18.52

1.9%

17

2016

92

393

13.03

241.58

18.54

3.3%

25

2017

90

386

13.88

266.58

19.20

2.2%

17

Notes:
1. Data from CNC film yearbook 2002, 2006-2017, some data were completed from European
Cinema Yearbook by Media Salles (http://www.mediasalles.it/yearbook.html).
2. In 2001-2006, minor co-production films were also considered as domestic film. So, in the
brackets is the number excluded those films.
3. Box-office income in 2000-2004 is exchanged from ROL to RON with 10,000:1 rate.

However, some New Wave films were, in the context, a kind of hits. For example,
Child’s Pose still got the record of 112,134 admissions, and a lot the award-winning films
could get more than 50,000 admissions. Netzer’s record was broken several times in the
later years. In 2016, two popular films Two Lottery Tickets (Două lozuri, dir. Paul Negoescu)
with 128,605 admissions and “#selfie 69” (Dir. Cristina Iacob) with 133,665 admissions22,
both made by younger directors, proved the attractions of low-budget comedies.
In the meantime, we see the rise of a new generation along with the renaissance of film
industry. Directors who were born in the 1980s came onto the stage. Of course, Adina
Pintilie receiving the trophy for Best Debut from jury president Călin Peter Netzer was a
symbol of inter-generation turnover, but it is still too early to announce a “new-new wave”.
However, one thing is certain. They would gradually liberate of the impact of Romanian
New Wave methodologies, when they start to make their first or second feature films. For
example, the latest film The story of a summer lover (Povestea unui pierde-vară, 2018) by
Paul Negoescu, had much to do with his personal preferences rather for the intellectual
comedies made by Wood Allen and Eric Rohmer than for Romanian New Wave. Tudor
Cristian Jurgiu is obvious going after Yasujiro Ozu and Hou Hsiao-hsien in his short films
and debut feature work The Japanese Dog (Câinele japonez, 2015). Another interesting trend
is the increasing numbers of female directors. Except Adina Pintilie, there are Iulia Rugină,
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Cristina Iacob and so on who achieved great commercial success. Serbian female director
Ivana Mladenović who studied and now working in Romania should also be listed. Her
debut feature film Soldiers, Story from Ferentari (Soldaţii. Poveste din Ferentari) in 2017 was
selected to San Sebastian International Film Festival. As Romanian’s first gay film (the first
lesbian film was Love Sick [Legături bolnăvicioase] made by Romanian New Wave director
Tudor Giurgiu in 2006), it focused on intimacy, body and sex, just like Ana, mon amour
and Touch Me Not, which was totally different from what her predecessor Sinișa Dragin
(who is a Serbian director working in Romania, also considered as one of the Romanian
New Wave directors), that makes a good argument for “Romanian New Wave has ended”.

CONCLUSION: A RE-EX AMINATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN ROMANIAN NEW WAVE AND INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVALS
The 2016 Cannes Film Festival can be regarded as the perfect finale of Romanian New
Wave. Puiu and Mungiu met each other for a final “battle” in the main competition section.
Although Puiu’s Sieranevada was the first film to be selected by Thierry Frémaux23, it was
Mungiu’s Graduation (Bacalaureat) that received praises and the award of best director.
However, back to Romania, Sieranevada was outvoted to represent Romania for Oscar
best foreign film that year. And more significant, Sieranevada became the biggest winner
in the next year’s Gopo’s Awards for the best picture, best director, and so on. Puiu and
Mungiu’s difference had long been the disagreement of two filming methodology. And the
opposite treatment within and out Romania just reminded us about the subtle difference
between international film festival and domestic context.
It must be noted that the choices and awards of international film festival, especially
the two most important ones, Cannes and Berlinale in the recent decade, had become the
decisive driving force for the whole Romanian New Wave and Romanian film industry.
The applauses and awards given to Puiu, Porumboiu, Mungiu previously was just like those
given to Jude, Netzer and Adina Pintile in recent years, and these decisions were made
after comprehensive consideration of the festivals’ own reputations, artistic standards and
cultural politics. It might be interesting to talk more about the reason which was closely
related to the cultural and political trends (especially when one considers the argument and
various opinions towards Touch Me Not), but it is more important to discuss the effects of
such a dynamic structure: the interactions between film festival’s art systems, national film
fund, Eurimages and other international funds, financial support from various film festivals
and workshops, world sales companies, the arthouse film market, and the creative work of
filmmakers. It was in such a dynamic structure that Romanian New Wave was discovered
and reconsidered, and it is also the same structure that drives the new generation to put
an end to the Romanian New Wave, with great courage.
From another perspective, such structure can also be seen in other countries where the
mechanism “cinema of the small nations” is still effective. The next in the row is Iceland,
where a series of award-winning films in 2015 has started to show group effect, just like
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Romanian films did in 2005-2007. Then is “Iceland New Wave” in really exist? Can a
country with only 2% of the population of Romania have a newer “new wave”? Would
the analytical structure for Romanian New Wave still work? We will see.
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Abstract
In this text I examine the aesthetic impoverishment of film due to the ubiquity of
digital technology. The analog materiality now faces the immaterial representation
of the digital realm. This digitization also alters the usual storytelling techniques
by thinning the visual representations used throughout analog times. Digital film
distribution contributes to this loss of cinema magic. Therefore nowadays we watch
movies inattentively on smartphones or other inappropriate small devices. The
examples in this text correlate with the analog medium concreteness on display in
Iosif Demian’s A Girl's Tear and Lucian Pintilie’s Reconstruction/Reenactment.
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T

he title of my article is not chosen at random. In the 1930s Walter Benjamin pu
blished “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility”, an essay
which revolutionized the perception of the film as the art of reproducibility and
marked the extinction of the aura within the seventh art. W. Benjamin signaled the creator’s
alienation from the object of art and associated this alienation with the aura’s disappearance,
expressed by the lack of interaction between the creator and the object itself. In his opinion
the mechanical reproducibility of motion pictures technology summarizes the loss of this
intimate bond that the creator can have with the work of art like a painting or a sculpture.
As a technology-dependent art, cinema inevitably touches these thresholds of change. The
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evolution of embedded techniques in the recording and distribution of film is cumulative
but slow. The pivotal point was the reconfiguration from analog to digital film distribution,
a step justified by the low cost of the digital format package compared to the screening on
print film. To draw a line, we can say that traditional artistic media are defined by specific
physical support: cloth, stone or film. Reconfiguring the original-copy hierarchy became
the avatar of the digital world where the antecedence of the original doesn’t guarantee its
authenticity. Nowadays the dissemination of the copy is only promoted as a validation of
the original without questioning its uniqueness. Because of the multitude of sources and
devices on which we’re used to watch films, we’re not paying attention to this temporal origin
any more. In the case of painting and sometimes even video art or multimedia installations,
the aura is the guarantee of the authenticity of the work, the uniqueness of its presence in
a specific space and time of exposure. Thus there is a physical “presence” of the transferable
work in the film. In the analogical medium the physical consistency of the support has the
valences of the representation of work related with the exposure space. Even the degradation
of the successive copies of original camera negative acts like in the case of etching. The early
ones are “qualitatively” superior and have better chromatic parameters and higher contrast
compared to subsequent copies (made from internegative for release copies). In this paradigm
the Technicolor printing technologies resonate with lithography. The image is printed on
transparent 35mm polyester on a three successive coatings: red, green and blue layers. The
director and the cinematographer can choose the red, blue and green tint to recompose
the desired chromatic balance. In this case we wonder why Wizard of Oz and Gone with the
Wind are in a totally different chromatic realm compared with the more recent Apocalypse
Now and The Godfather, even though all of them have been released in Technicolor.
With the recent technological change, we witness the reconfiguration of the film viewing
context. Digital technology mediates this reconfiguration, and the ways of showing the
film work have been considerably diversified. What has changed in the screening paradigm
will be detailed below.
The cinema screening, or more precisely the distribution of film work, has been democratized with the introduction of digital technology that allows films to reach a wider audience.
The concept of film distribution has changed greatly over the last decade. Viewing movies
is irreparably compromised in the context of new digital technologies: the immutability
of the work is ruined. With higher resolution than analog VCR introduced in late 1970s
we can use the digital technology “benefits” and fast-forward a sequence, replay a moment
we had missed, record a scene or use the still frame function when we watch a movie. In
the economy of watching a movie, these deviations from cinematic viewing only dismantle
the directorial concept crowned by cinematography and editing work.
In the analog era this intervention couldn’t be approached. Accidentally stopping the
projector in the cinema hall would lead to irreversible signs on the printed copy. The frame
stopped into the projection window would instantly burn. This “accident” has been used
by many filmmakers in their works. Ingmar Bergman uses this image as a figurative element in the title sequence of Persona. In the analog medium, this physical support could
express and reveal some auctorial intervention to the movie. Film base fog, scratches,
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grain, the overexposed camera stop, are some of these subtle elements which have been
used in a number of masterpieces. The grain texture and the randomness of sparks and
dust add another reality layer which underlines the mimesis of the medium itself. These
reality cues have been used to convey a different approach to the subject, either figurative
or abstract. Stan Brakhage for instance painted and scratched the film base on most of his
movies, one example being The Garden of Earthly Delights (1981). Therefore texture and
film grain structure along with the flickering effect of the projection were the guarantees
of the physical existence of the image on a real support.
This tactility of the image has been eliminated today. The information is no longer
engraved on the celluloid support, the image and sound of the movie are in idle state on
a hard drive in rows 0 and 1which are decoded by a specialized software.
Before the conversion to digital environment, in the analog era, the only place to view
a film work was in the cinema theatre or on TV. The major difference between the two
is the spectacular content of the first one and the distracted, inattentive reception typical
of the second one. The opening night of a feature film is always marked in a cinema theatre environment. All the advertising of the movie, present in the cinema lobby for this
moment, is significant to the perception of the movie in the obscurity of the theatre into
a collective empathic ambiance. Another important aspect in accepting the convention of
cinema viewing is the identification of the projected window, the screen surface, with the
“reality” of the story. Fictionalization occurs when the screen’s physical border “disappears”
and the viewer’s attention, while viewing the movie, is captivated. In the cinema hall, even
in the digital paradigm, the immutability of the work is preserved. The spectator can’t
manipulate the temporal sequence of the movie’s story nor scroll down or resume certain
scenes, and by this destroy the narrative structure imagined by the director.
The cinema theatre is the guarantor of the show. The screen surface, the percentage covered within the human viewing angle, and the surround sound are aspects that confirm the
acceptance of the screening in this environment. The size of the screen and the input of the
sound system in the screening hall still represent the major difference between cinema and
television since the ascendancy of TV in the 1950s. This popularity race was reactivated in
a new digital context but, conceptually, the difference between the two media is still there.
In the 1950s the cinema overwhelmed the television shows. The reason was the introduction of the panoramic formats with a 1:2.35 aspect ratio. Cinemascope – this was the
release name of the format– also brought into cinema theaters a quadraphonic sound, which
was impossible to achieve in the TV broadcast at that time. The difference between the
aspect ratio of the TV screen limited at 1:1.33 and the variety of movie formats imposed the
cinema as the indisputable leader of the entertainment at the expense of the television shows.
Aesthetic choices such as film grain structure, camera exposed fog and motion blur have
been eliminated or minimized with the digital technology introduction. Their importance
in conceptualizing the visual cues is obvious. Some of those analog elements are partially
emulated in the visual effects stage of the digital age. In the following examples, I will
highlight the importance of such aesthetic signs in the narrative structure and the figurative
elements of the film A Girl’s Tear (1980) directed by Iosif Demian.
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Dorel Vișan in
A Girl’s Tear

The dramatic structure of this film is split into a couple of consecutive narrative layers.
First, there is the objective one narrated on a third-person style, and second, the subjective,
intrusive TV camera which witness the characters shift and reality interpretation. As soon
as the sync (diegetic) sound, recorded for the interviews, becomes non-diegetic as the
shooting and recording get out of sync, the characters start their confession. This is the
core of mystification revealed in front of our eyes and magically used by Iosif Demian. The
main diegetic difference from Lucian Pintilie’s 1970 Reconstruction is the objective-subjective perspective mediated by this TV camera. In Pintilie’s film the camera becomes one
of the tools of dissimulation and mystification, identified as such first by the director’s
intervention at the very beginning of the movie and secondly by the main character (the
prosecutor) when he’s playing with the camera. The significance of those two moments
in the film’s structure is different. At the beginning of the film this is sustained by visual
and sound clues as well. The clapperboard which is shown before every take underlines
the movie-within-the-movie’s status as a reenactment. This becomes a motif in the film’s
narrative structure. Demian in A Girl’s Tear uses the aesthetic image support to reconfigure the truth in a simulated reality. The viewer can interpret, accumulate and follow the
narrative threads due to some distinct markers through which the narrator attempts to
separate the simulation from simulacrum. The news investigation structure addressed by the
filmmaker in A Girl’s Tear is direct and penetrating: the attitude shifts of each interlocutor
are abruptly perceived. Sometimes the diegetic sound adds the certainty of immortalizing
the official “version” of the journalistic investigation, a concept which overlaps with the
subjective ambivalence of the nodal structure of the movie. There are some scenes when
cutting off the TV camera, identified by the frame markings on the camera ground glass and
the sign of the camera being turned on and off (the red light that marks these moments),
is followed by the off-screen recorded sound simulation. The reality and the rapport with
the intransigence of an unforgiving medium (the film camera) reconfigure the concept
of temporal simultaneity of the scenes. The obvious sliding of these narrative shifts helps
to differentiate stylistically the story. Sometimes, in order to reinforce this concept, the
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sound becomes a singular bearer of significance, while the visual key sustains a different
direction. Sync sound and non-diegetic sound also play an expository role, the picture as
a witness of the simulacrum continues to convey to spectators contradictory sensations.
Revealing the picture mediator (the TV camera) and the tool of possible sound simulation
(the microphone which is seen in the shot) strengthens the narrative convention of this
movie. The sense of accidental surprise in some actions together with actors’ improvisations is obvious within the frame sizes. The filmmaker chooses sloppy compositions with
the characters caught at the edge of the frame and most of the time in over-the-shoulder
positions. The tool of this mediation (the 16mm camera) is also seen in several scenes when
the internal articulation of the creative process, the structure that perpetuates until the
end, is unleashed. Each of these elements alternately competes with the feeling of reality
simulation. The news camera becomes a deformed mirror of the daily life, its implicit
presence is forcing the limits of sincerity revealing a series of potential connivances. This
structure with dichotomous potential crystallizes into the main core of the movie.
Launched a decade before Iosif Demian’s film, Lucian Pintilie’s Reconstruction is a cinematic manifesto of this duality of simulation and simulacra also mediated by a movie camera.
In Reconstruction the shooting simulation presented in the main credits scene is clarified
when the film camera becomes the mediator of the simulacrum. Undisclosed illustration
of reality can easily be re-interpreted through simple camera accessories and functions.
Shifting the frame size by switching between the lenses on the camera turret and changing
the focus and exposure as well makes the prosecutor (George Constatin) a real demiurge
who can reconfigure the reality seen in front of the camera. Pintilie’s intention to divert
attention from the real metaphorical content of the “Reenactment” was partially accepted,
the signs of the simulation are obvious in opposition with the shooting simulacrum from
the beginning. The distinctive aesthetic signs make the difference between these moments.
The main titles part, with a B&W iridescent effect on the photogram, is stylistically and
structurally distinct from the rest of the movie by steeply separating the two simulation
contexts, first sought by Pintilie (at the limit of ridiculousness) and the second discovered
by the spectator during the movie. Also, Vuică’s death at the end of the movie can be framed
in the area of unpredictability

resonating straight with the unrealism of the multiple takes
edited at the beginning of it.
This digression has the role of bringing into discussion the current day film aesthetics
and aesthetic signs used in analog format movies which are no longer present in the digital
paradigm. The American structural current, represented among others by Michael Snow
and Stan Brakhage, has been mainly expressed in this medium. The in-depth medium
properties reveal the innumerable expressive representations of the format; among those,
I count the film grain structure, the stop motion effect, the exposure fog or the undercranked shooting on different film stock (negative, print, reversible) – to mention just a
few of those diegetic reality creative illustrates.
The power of narrative content segregation by accessing these discreet markers of
the format (film stock granularity etc.) and the formal separation of diegetic planes were
eliminated for the viewer in nowadays digital era.
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Vladimir Găitan and
George Mihăiță in
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The desire of television producers to come up with appealing formats, from the point
of view of the spectator’s immersion into the illustrated action, has always collided with
the limits of human perception. The introduction of new formats with higher resolution
compared to the analog medium has been mediated by digital technology, but marketing
campaigns have not met with reality. Content aside, the TV viewing context hasn’t changed
radically. Some improvements are obvious, the aspect ratio shifts from the classic 1:1.33
to 1:1.77, which is close to the 1970s wide format cinemas (1:1.66, 1:1.85). Another
important change is the resolution of the delivered format: the predictions show that
within a decade the TV transmission standard will move from the current HD resolution
to 4K (4K has 4 times more spatial resolution than HD). The physiological limits of the
human sense of vision contradict this approach. For a direct comparison it should be noted
that, in cinema projection (on a 10m/5.5m screen), a 2K resolution assumes the power
to resolve all the fine detail for a projected picture. This norm combined with the viewing
distance in the cinema hall, which must meet an optimal distance of 2.6 screen heights,
show the uselessness of higher resolution in this environment. The proportion occupied
by the picture in the optimum human visual angle (approximately 60° monocular view) is
considerably higher in cinema than watching TV (where this ratio is 3.2 screen heights).
A different situation is the IMAX projection where the screen has an overwhelming viewing size (22m /16m) and the ratio is 4 times bigger than a typical multiplex screen. The
viewing distance, to increase spectacularity and immersion in the illustrated action, is 0.85
screen heights. In this case, the optimal field of vision is completely occupied, the feeling
of immersion is total and it’s mainly due to the projected image perception, including the
peripheral visual field (approximately 120° monocular view). The experience of watching
a movie in a regular cinema hall, where the screen has a reasonable size, can’t be compared
with watching an IMAX movie. Therefore, watching television in a living room ambience
with a low degree of empathy and a series of distracting elements cannot compete with
these two alternatives. The viewer’s expectations and attentiveness are radically different
when watching TV than in front of a cinema projection. This difference is not marked by
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the resolution of the content, nor the size of the screen, but only how the viewer’s senses
are engaged by the story. This immersion achieved by blurring and ignoring the frame of
the projected picture is achievable only in the cinema theatre. The viewing environment of
a movie on TV is a different experience for the viewer, the perception is polluted by household elements which diminish his/her attention. Regarding the debated issue of resolution,
from a perceptual point of view, television needs significantly less spatial resolution than
the cinema screen. In the case of a 4K resolution (4096 vertical lines) the viewing distance
from the TV screen is reduced to 1.5 screen heights which makes us watch the movie at a
distance of less than a meter (for a screen diagonal of 1.2m). In this extreme situation the
experience of watching TV becomes painful; the context in which the screen is placed at
such a distance from the viewer can no longer be considered entertainment.
The paradox of the current situation, where the balance is tilted to the importance of
the spatial resolution of the digital environment compared to the analogue environment, is
the miniaturization of the movies viewing screens. Although 4K resolutions have become a
must-use distribution of movies on the internet (pay per view or YouTube channels, Vimeo
etc.), the screens that a huge number of users watch movies on shrink. Digital technology
has increased the viewing resolutions, computing power and the Internet connections
mediate the proliferation of audio-visual packages on 4K formats, but at the same time users
watch movies on smaller portable devices. The sense of seeing movies on a laptop, tablet
or even smart-phones becomes ubiquitous, the habit of going to the cinema is diluted in
the mass of users and image consumers. The desire of younger generations for continuous
connection leads to redefining the concept of multitasking. This urge is harmful for the
reception of the work of art. The visual, hearing and tactile senses, which are involved in
receiving the film in the cinema hall, are massively polluted within an environment where
we watch a movie on a smartphone, tablet or laptop. The street, or even a “quieter” office or
home environment, will not mediate the transfer to screen transparency which is possible
in the cinema hall. The audiovisual distracting elements will permanently disconnect the
“spectator” from the filmic diegesis, the degree of empathy will be diminished and the
mechanisms of triggering the emotions blocked by the fluctuating focus on the content.
Therefore, besides these “inconveniences”, the viewer will have a different perception of
details considered relevant by the film makers. Inside the cinematic composition, the relationship between the screen surface and significant details depends on the duration of the
shot and the composition size. Following the recent convergence of television with cinema
through new media technologies, the director shooting list has been “adjusted” to make
it easier to capture the nodal elements of film dramaturgy in closer shots. This approach
allows the viewer to perceive small gestures and actors reactions even when watching a film
on TV or on small screens (phone, tablet, laptop). The use of wide shots in television series
is restricted by the perception limits of these details considered relevant in the narrative
construction of the film. These limitations have existed in the area of television since its
beginnings, but some transfers from the aesthetics of cinema became possible since the
introduction of digital technology. The confluence area, the fluid boundary between the
aesthetics of television and film in the 1960s, has become almost common today. Nowadays
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the budgets of TV shows are sometimes bigger than a feature film’s production budget,
and this trump card is used in the promotional campaigns of these very popular TV series.
Another viewing habit not possible in movie distribution is the so-called “binge watching”,
a way to successively consume several episodes of the same series for an unlimited time.
The only obstacle to this continuous viewing is physical exhaustion. This habit is of course
excessive, and the practice is not indicated.
The benefit created by the ability to record digital images over significantly longer
lengths than in analog technology has triggered the desire of certain directors to express
their dramatic intentions in long-take styles that sometimes end up in one-take movies.
Hitchcock’s Rope (1948) is one classic movie which attempted to hide cuts between consecutive shots; the overall feeling is that of a continuous action shot. Referencing Hitchcock,
Alejandro Gonzáles Iñárritu uses the same editing style in Birdman (2014) by structuring
the movie in a controlled succession of actions with hidden cuts. A different approach to
this technique was experimented by Aleksandr Sokurov in his movie Russian Ark (2002).
The story is told in a single continuous steady-cam shot giving the illusion of uninterrupted action. Another way to illustrate this digital-mediated storytelling, by displaying
simultaneous actions, is achieved through the split-screen technique. This idea was used
by Andy Warhol and Paul Morrissey in Chelsea Girls (1966) to illustrate a parallel story
into a split-screen structure. With the help of new digital technologies, Mike Figgis uses
this narrative form in Timecode (2000). The action in his film unfolds onto a screen split
not in two, but in four screens. Each quadrant is continuously shot with a digital camera
following a distinct action (plot) which interacts with the other three as the story evolves.
The main difference between Chelsea Girls and Timecode is the simultaneity of the actions,
as all four characters are followed throughout the 97 minutes of continuously captured
performance. This reveals a state of reality which is close to the TV reality show formats,
where the time also flows unidirectionally and the actions and interactions of characters
do not interfere with this paradigm. In Figgis’s movie, the actions are choreographed and
synchronized so that the meeting points work two by two. The characters intersect as they
“walk” through the action. One of the obvious problems of this format is the creation of
four distinct stories that have to be sustained throughout the movie, but even more crucial
is the temporal synchronization of all the actions which take place in real time. Figgis didn’t
interfere in editing to reduce waiting time for a screen quadrant to the detriment of the
other three. This experiment didn’t have any followers, which makes Figgis’s Timecode unique
in the recent history of film. Further on, the long takes and one-shot scenes are a way to
illustrate an uninterrupted fluid action or to convey to the viewer this sense of temporal
simultaneity of the dramaturgy. This unidirectional flow of narrative time reverberates with
the spectator’s everyday experience. Therefore this storytelling structure illustrating a daily
“reality” overlaps with the director’s vision through the actors interpretation. The “slice of
life”, a term already established in the New Romanian Cinema, overlaps with the matrix
of our daily experience coagulating into a new state of “figurative realism”.
Nowadays, in the context of maximizing form in digital technology, we are witnessing
a depletion of content, a contradiction which is nourished by the abundance of images in
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today’s society. Jean Baudrillard and Boris Groys pose this problem of hyper-abundance
in a hypermedia society.
Jean Baudrillard underlined this paradigm at the beginning of the chapter Implosion
of sense in the media:
We live in a world where there is more and more information, and less
and less meaning. […] The loss of meaning is directly linked to the dissolving, dissuasive action of information, the media, and the mass media.
(Baudrillard 1994, 61)
On a wider realm, regarding audiovisual representation of everyday images, Boris
Groys says:
Indeed, the Internet also functions as a huge rubbish tip in which
everything disappears rather than emerges-most Internet productions (and
personae) never get the degree of public attention that their authors hoped
to achieved. (Groys 2016, 177)
Digital technology has become tributary to size, bigger and brighter is synonymous
with “quality,” but the form cannot fill the lack of content. The digital transmission’s next
step is to implement the 4K resolution into TV standard and immediately after this the
8K (7680 vertical lines). These leaps and bounds only reinforce the need for the recognition of equality between television and cinema. Digital convergence will force this last
frontier to fall. The result can be the conversion of cinema halls into virtual reality spaces
or augmented reality where film narrativity and emotion will be replaced by the pyramidal
structures of video games and “reality” simulation will be transmitted by those surrogates.
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“Silence is a very powerful sound. Sound? Silence is not a sound… right? Well, I think that
silence should be considered a “sound”, a “sound effect”, and “music”. But that’s crazy isn’t it…
how can the lack of sound be considered the same as the presence of sound?”1
George Spanos

Abstract
Silence is, for the modern man, an unusual and a rarely occurring event. In the chaos
of the everyday life, he seeks to regain the tranquility offered by it. For some, it brings
peace, for others, anxiety. But how does silence translate in a film’s soundtrack? How
does it relate to the image on screen and how is it perceived?
Keywords
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C

onsidering the chaotic environment in which society exists nowadays, dominated
by sounds ranging from daily life (cellphones, PCs, cars, etc) to particular sources
(plane engines, noises in an automated factory), silence becomes an unusual
phenomenon in the modern man’s life.
Introverts perceive silence as a moment to reflect and replenish their energies, while
extroverts consider it a nuisance, an uncomfortable moment that reflects a distance between
them and a companion.
Due to an environment rich in acoustic phenomena, most people would define silence
as the absence of sound. But is the total absence of sound possible? Most likely it’s not, at
least not while we are inside the atmosphere of planet Earth. Particles suspended in a fluid,
liquid or gas have a distinct movement called Brownian motion. This kind of movement
produces a certain type of sound, the Brown noise. In the film industry, the name for it
is “room tone”. Obviously, every room has its own specific type of noise, depending on
temperature, size, etc.
Iolanda Gîrleanu is a PhD student at the National University of Theatre and Film “I.L. Caragiale”,
Bucharest. She is licensed in Multimedia (Sound, Video Editing) and is involved in creating film
soundtracks, either in production or post-production stages.
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm6078531/
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Men produce sounds because they are living proof of their own existence, and their
absence is the psychological equivalent of death, forgetfulness, loneliness, abandon. The
main form of communication between humans was oral language, a long time before
written language took shape. The ear is a selective organ, meaning that man can choose
which sounds to focus on, ignoring other elements in the background. A microphone, by
contrast, cannot do this selection and picks up every sound in the area of its polar pattern.
Throughout history, living beings on the planet used sound or its absence to ensure
survival of the species. Predators become quiet in order to observe their prey, and the
prey, in turn, stops moving and producing sounds in order to focus on the perils of the
environment. Just as the sudden appearance of a sound registers as an alarm signal, the
sudden absence of it produces a feeling of uneasiness or fear.
No man can perceive absolute silence. Someone who has gone deaf during his lifetime
will seek to rebuild the auditory plane of the visuals he perceives, using the memory hemisphere where the information is already stored. The neurologist Robert Zatorre states that “In
the absence of sound, the brain often tends to produce internal representations of sound”.2
For example, if someone is listening to a song he already knows, if its sudden interruption
occurs, the brain fills the silence with information he already has from previous exposure
to the respective song. In this case, what we hear isn’t due to an external source of sound,
but it is rather created by the brain from memory. Sounds are not always responsible for
sensations – sometimes, our subjective experiences are responsible for the illusion of sound.
It is a pattern that man formed, which he can apply in the event of major changes (such as
going deaf or suffering hearing loss), leading to new ways of adapting to the new situation.
In the book “Sounds and Perception”, authors Matthew Nudds and Casey O’Callaghan
forward an interesting theory regarding the organ that “translates” sound waves. They put
up the theory that ears are not really necessary in order to hear and that proof of this fact
are cochlear implants. In my own opinion, this theory might be true, but only to a certain
degree. Despite the technological developments that allowed cochlear implants to exist and
be used successfuly, we still forget a basic fact: these implants are based on the anatomy
and physiology of the human ear. If we truly didn’t need the ears, we wouldn’t rely on a
model and we couldn’t recreate it artificially.
Silence can also depend on the perception of the listener. If, for example, someone
has a perfectly healthy sense of hearing, they can perceive all sorts of sounds that someone
having a degree of hearing loss cannot. A very faint noise can therefore be discerned and
acknowledged by someone, while translating as silence for someone else.
Every sound needs some sort of an environment in order to propagate; in our case, air
helps particles travel through a series of compressions and rarefactions that form what we
know as a sound wave. Of course, sound also travels through water and other liquids, and
also through solid objects (for example, we can still hear our neighbours argue through
the walls of our apartment), although it suffers transformations. However, silence is more
complex than just the regular Brown noise. In their book, “Sounds and Perception”, authors
Matthew Nudds and Casey O’Callaghan divide silence into two distinct categories3:
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Alfonso Cuarón, George Clooney and Sandra Bullock on Gravity’s set

1. Silence from a source.
This type of silence usually involves a perceived preexistent sound wave. Once the source
stops transmitting, the “void” that is formed is perceived by the human consciousness as
silence. Thus, it becomes obvious that this type of absence is correlated to a presence (in
this particular case, the sound wave that ceased existing). Let’s take for example two people
having a conversation in an office located in proximity of a very busy highway. The selective
hearing of the two allows them focus mainly on what the other person is saying, but once
the dialogue stops, they can accurately hear the busy traffic nearby. This apparent “silence”,
compared to the particular room tone of the office, becomes a disturbing element and,
thus, it is not absolute silence.
2. Silence in the absence of a source.
This is not, contrary to what we’d expect, the absolute silence, but rather the phenomenon
considered to be an “active” silence, a sum of sounds that are present but not perceived by
the human ear (ultrasounds or infrasounds for example). The musicologist David Metzer
gives a very accurate description of this type of silence by calling it a “non sound”; it is
more like an audio background that can be truly perceived only when all the sources (even
what we consider an everyday background, such as traffic) stop transmitting.
Giving the two types of silence we have described above, the issue of “localizing” this
apparent silence arises. If we can perceive the sound waves as coming from a certain source
(localized in time and space), where does silence come from? In the first case (silence from
a source) we notice that the “void” we perceive seems to be coming from the same place
where the source used to transmit from. The second type of silence cannot be localized per
se, but is more like a background, present everywhere at the same time.
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The human being is very sensitive to the sudden onset of silence, due to living in a
very noisy environment (the noise of the city traffic when inside the car is situated around
85dB1, which is more than half of the human auditory capacity – 120dB being the threshold
from which hearing damage occurs). When suddenly facing silence, man is more alert to
the environment and especially potential threats. It leads to a feeling or irritation, fear; the
acute absence that the brain perceives due to a sudden onset of silence evokes alienation,
isolation, being eventually associated with death, a human being’s biggest fear (hence the
saying “silent as the grave”).
John Cage delineates a distinct type of silence, not only by absence of any sound,
but also by presence of very loud noises (airplane engines, sirens, etc)5. He gives silence a
special definition by saying it is “composed by all the sounds we don’t intend to produce.
There is no such thing as absolute silence”. By his definition, we can conclude that silence
in itself is still a sound, one that can be “heard” with the help of special instruments that
measure the activity of subatomic vibrations.
The Romanian composer Sergiu Celibidache brings forward an interesting theory about
the concept of silence: “Where sound appears and disappears at the same time, there is a
possibility of timelessness”6.
Silence is therefore defined as a presence and an absence at the same time. It is the
apparent disappearance of any sound and makes room for the viewer’s imagination to fill
the void. It is a sound component that takes away the objectivity and allows subjectivity to
take the central role in what we perceive. The subjective component of the human psyche
allows a wide array of meanings, because every individual has the freedom to fill this void,
while also being influenced by the visual component of the film.
In cinematic sound design, silence is a component with a very strong psychological
impact, given the fact that the modern man is not used to experience it without audio
elements. For him, the absence of sound registers as an auditory “shock”, creating a discrepancy, a rupture from everyday life.
Absolute silence (the absence of any audio element in film soundtrack) only exists in
exceptional cases. In his study, “Filmic Silence – An analytic framework”, Sven Raeymaekers
illustrates the concept of “filmic silence”, that is nothing but a low, subtle ambiental noise.
Quoting Gerry Bloustien, Raeymaekers identifies four modes of silence7:
1. Interrupted speech flow.
This occurs as “pauses, stuttering and faltering dialogue”. Its role is to emphasize character
negative traits, loss of self-control, fear or anxiety. The role of this type of silence is to
make the audience empathize and/or identify with the character or his/her state of mind.
2. Wordless silence.
It creates a breach in the narrative, having a direct role in interpreting the meaning of silence.
This does not involve the total absence of any sound, but rather an active silence (ambiences,
noises). Bloustien forwards the idea that, in certain cases, music that accompanies a sequence
in which no diegetic sound is present creates, through contrast, this type of silence.
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3. Empty silence.
It is defined by the total absence of sound. Due to the perception of this silence as unworldly,
unnatural, it is used in sound design in very rare and short instances (one of them being
identified in the soundtrack of Gravity, directed by Alfonso Cuarón).
4. Reflexive silence.
This type of silence is highlighted by contrast with a certain sound. It creates a reflexive
moment by the time a new sound, unheard before, appears in the soundtrack. Thus, what
was previously unknown becomes known.
Filmic silence is defined by means other than linguistics. This involves the use of semiotics (the study of signs and symbols and their use or interpretation8). The relationship
between the symbol and its referent is created through three semiotic functions of silence:
1. Index.
This function is based on the link between the video and audio components. For example,
in music videos, the guitarist raises his hand while the pitch of the guitar rises. The fundamental role belongs to the causality link – in the case of silence, an action is necessary to
make it happen (for example, the silence being directly cause by the death of one character).
2. Symbol.
This function is dependent on the context in which it appears. The social component,
cultural language and conventions are the means by which the man interprets silence.
Symbolic silence creates and receives meaning in direct connection with the signs surrounding it. Interpreting this type of silence is possible only if the viewer deciphers filmic
conventions, understanding it in a rational way. Such conventions are, for example, the
silence that accompanies suspenseful moments in horror movies, as well as the absence
of sound in space.
3. Icon.
It is mostly based on resemblance. Due to the fact that a physical resemblance between a
sound and an object is impossible, this function is exercised through onomatopoeiae – for
example, a voice simulating the sex act or a musical instrument representing emotions (the
violin in Hitchcock’s Psycho). Silence does not have a correspondent in the visual plane,
so it is more of a negative aspect of phonetic symbolism (perceived more as the absence
rather than the presence of something).
The absence of sound caused by the lack of a medium to propagate is successfully
exploited in Gravity (2013). The opening sequence of the film illustrates the appearance of
planet Earth through a wide shot. When paying attention to the soundtrack, we notice a
remarkable lack of sound, emphasized through the contrast with the music accompanying
the intro. The very slow movement of camera, together with the slow movement of the
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planet and the abrupt silence that accompanies them create a state of tranquility and evoke
the timelessness of the Universe.
This silence is unnatural for the average viewer, who is used to living in a noisy environment. Despite this, it doesn’t yet feel as a threat to life, but rather as a state of calm and
tranquility. Although it is spectacular from a visual point of view, this environment is not
life-friendly, mainly due to the lack of oxygen (the absence of a means to propagate is in
this case the reason for the lack of sound in outer space). The natural human tendency to
produce sounds in order to feel safe is illustrated in this sequence by the radio transmissions
of the crew on the Explorer. By this means, the viewer receives direct information about
the hostility of this environment – Dr. Ryan Stone (Sandra Bullock) doesn’t feel very well,
given that it’s her first mission in outer space.
The natural tendency to “humanize” the surrounding space is illustrated by the character of Matt Kowalski (George Clooney). By contrast with Dr. Stone, who desires this
silence, he is the one who talks a lot, going into the details of his life on Earth. At the
same time, in order to feel closer to home, he listens to music. The choice of music genre
(country) reveals certain characteristics of Koawlski – human connection and a desire for
closeness. At the root of these wishes lie feelings of isolation and loneliness, which are the
main themes of the film.
The desire to connect is also reflected through the attempts of Dr. Stone to communicate
with various space agencies on Earth; the feeling of isolation is exacerbated by the inability
to create a connection with them. Since there is no way to block these negative feelings by
presence of sound (playing radio music while she is navigating home), Dr. Stone reroutes
and uses silence to process the things she’s been running away from.
Outside the terrestrial atmosphere, the only means of producing sound becomes the
physical contact between man and object. The electric charge that is present inside the
human body becomes a medium for transmitting sound waves. Thus, there appears the
necessity of an actual physical human presence to transmit and perceive sound; without
it, we would only have absolute silence in space.
Additionally to this physical contact, the astronauts also produce their own noises,
specific to their own bodies (such as the heartbeats of Dr. Stone and the sound of blood
running through veins, as well as breathing noises). This peculiar characteristic (which
doesn’t occur in outer space, thus being a subjective experience) accentuates the feeling of
loneliness in space and evokes a certain uneasiness that stems from it. In the beginning
of the film, these heartbeats illustrate the physical discomfort of Dr. Stone; following the
impact with the International Space Station, her heartbeats are the only evidence that she
is actually still alive. Her entrance in the Soyuz is accentuated in the sound design only by
the sounds of her breathing, conditioned by the presence of oxygen within the capsule.
When she hits her head, her auditory capacity is severely diminished, being replaced by
a harsh tinnitus in her ears.
The deafening silence that accompanies Dr. Stone’s navigation through outer space,
following the impact between the remains of the Russian satellite and the Explorer station,
represents the first moment in which she really becomes aware of her environment’s hostility.
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The feeling of detachment is slowly replaced by feelings of isolation and loneliness. The
silence also emphasises the paralyzing feeling of fear that arises when she realizes she is
alone and helpless while facing this huge void.
All actions undertaken in the outer space are accompanied by this striking silence – the
navigation of Dr. Stone and Kowalski towards the International Space Station (emphasized,
yet again, by the contrast with Kowalski’s music), Dr. Stone’s trip to the Chinese Space
Station, the absence of any sound in the moments of the impact with the remains of the
satellite. The docking and undocking moments are also illustrated in the soundtrack by
this absence, being accentuated sporadically by music, element which also helps creating
emotion in the mind of the viewer.
The moment when the International Space Station disintegrates is also accompanied by
silence, broken by Dr. Stone’s remark (“I hate Cosmos”, this environment, that unfriendly
and unfit for human life). The acceptance of death is also evoked by silence; the moment
the alarm from the Chinese Space Station fades away, it fades into silence. This translates
as a way Dr. Stone chooses to disconnect from her situation.
The climax, marked by the illusion of Kowalski’s presence, represents the turning
point in which Dr. Stone starts fighting for her life. Silence becomes a symbol for allowing
and accepting the nature of the outer space, and using it in order to get home safe; it is
no longer a danger, but rather the means to an end.
The contact with the terrestrial atmosphere is accompanied by the sounds produced
through the contact between the space station and the air that becomes more present as she
gets closer to the ground. This moment reinforces the need for a proper environment in
order for the sound to actually exist and be able to travel and be produced/perceived. The
sounds inside the module, but also the ones produced by its disintegration are presented
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this time as being part of the reality, part of getting closer to Earth (which represents
home and safety). This multitude of different sounds come in contrast with the cold and
unfriendly environment of the outer space. Even though her life is at stake and she doesn’t
know whether she might survive or not, Dr. Stone now finds some sort of safety and relief
in the world she was trying to run away from at the beginning of the film.
Throughout this sequence, the world around her comes back to life and the background
becomes more animated as she is getting closer to home and familiar things in her former
life. The ambience in the end sequence, on the lake shore, is also a form of silence, by
contrast with the loud noises during her previous habitation of the module. But this time,
this silence feels more human, as it is produced by natural elements, and also becomes
a proof of life and safety; it can be considered an audio metaphor of being reborn and
getting the chance to start over and come to terms with the events in her life. Visually,
the abundance of life is illustrated by the presence of a large body of water (a lake, maybe
even Lake Zurich, next to the home of Dr. Stone).
Water has long been considered an essential element for the existence, survival and
perpetuation of the human species, and one is tempted to interpret such a large body of
water as the equivalent of a mother’s womb (which is also full of fluid). Its presence in the
end of this film serves as a metaphor for the chance to start again and to appreciate the
abundance and protection that our planet offers, by comparison with outer space.
Just as history has a tendency to repeat itself, the cinema industry seems to be going
through the same process in the modern times. Dominated by an abundance of audio
elements that are increasingly complex in their composition and also increasingly louder in
the soundtrack – the best example being Christopher Nolan’s Interstellar (2014), where the
soundtrack reaches, at some points, the superior margins of the hearing range – together
with the busy, congested ambient in which the man lives nowadays, film reacts by going
back to its roots in the silent era. We can talk about a rebirth of silent film genres, where
dialogue is completely missing, allowing other elements in the soundtrack to be highlighted
in the narrative. Moreover, the soundtrack becomes cleaner, more subtle, helping the visual
component and enriching the experience of the viewer.
The modern era leads to a return to the silent era, but through new means of interpretation, according to the technological and artistic evolution of the film. A notable example
is The Artist (2011), directed by Michel Hazanavicius. There has also been a recent trend of
non-speaking main characters, whose feelings are expressed either by musical instruments
or with the help of ambiental sounds – two such examples are The Piano (d. Jane Campion,
1993) and The Shape of Water (d. Guillermo del Toro, 2017).
Silence still remains a symbol of the absolute; it is the beginning and the end (in
the Bible it is stated that before God created the world, there was silence, and also after
the end of the world – a time of turmoil, full of suffering, just like in Titanic (d. James
Cameron, 1999) – there will be silence again, so that souls could rest). It acquires a trait
of eternity, symbolizing the passing of man to afterlife, even though this moment takes,
in an objective manner, just a fraction of a second; in a subjective manner, it allows the
endless dilation of time.
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Sound designer Skip Lievsay associates the presence of sound with the psychological
safety of man:
“ [Sound] is like a comfort layer that we all take for granted, you know?
It helps us figure out which way to turn if we hear a car coming. We can hear
that. There’s like a whole layer of things that we day-to-day deal with via sound,
where we get our input directly from sound. And when you remove that, it’s like
a huge safety net that you’re removing.” 9
The way silence is perceived through a subjective manner becomes proof of time’s own
trait of atemporality. Through the use of silence, time becomes a unit that cannot be truly
measured, despite man’s efforts to divide it in order to keep track of it. In a philosophical
sense, we can argue that silence is the beginning and the end of time, closing cycles of life.
It carries within it special meanings that can –and do – bring film soundtrack a big array
of new techniques to express human (and not only human!) nature.
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American cinema in a digital era.
The influence of video games
Georgiana Mușat
Abstract
This paper examines the relationship between film and video games, beginning
with the proliferation of the digital era in the ’90s until the present time. As the need
to engage the viewer in the fictional world increases each year – in both films and
video-games –, the two of them start to interact in a sort of a hybrid virtual cinema,
in which time travel and avatars do not seem far-fetched.
Keywords
video games, American cinema in the 90s, digitalization, avatars, computer generated
images (CGI), the tale of forking paths, Jorge Luis Borges, The Matrix, transmedia
synergies, time travel, 3D cinema, multi-players.

VIRTUAL WORLDS, POSSIBLE WORLDS.
A SHORT INTRODUCTION.
Digitalization is an engine for change in the Hollywood production system, as well for
the films’ distribution and the way movies are experienced by the filmgoer. In The End of
Cinema as We Know It, Jon Lewis makes an extensive analysis of American cinematography
between 1995 and 2009, looking at the consequences of these changes as well as their
possible long term meanings. The ’90s were dominated by a sense of finality, an apocalyptic
angst brought about by the proximity of the year 2000. Primitive superstition lead to a
series of films depicting the end of the world (Strange Days, Kathryn Bigelow, 1995, for
instance), charged with religious fatalism, but also displaying an impressive visual construction which reflects the progress computer generated imagery (CGI) has undergone.
Owing to such franchises as Star Wars, Alien or Blade Runner, movies lean more and more
toward the esoteric, or Buddhism during the ’90s, the stakes were saving humanity from
forced mechanization, which was synonymous with slavery (Matrix, Total Recall), female
characters were being depicted as strong as men (Lara Croft and Alice from Resident Evil),
the traits of both protagonists and antagonists were overemphasized, to better express a
battle between good and evil.
With the rise in popularity of the DVD, the VOD platforms, Netflix (which, for the
first time, granted access to classical and contemporary cinema) along with the advent of
video games, which were gaining more and more ground, American cinema was forced to
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change, to adapt to its public, which was newly made up of young gamers. Thus, movies
began implementing conventions and aesthetics borrowed from video games, placed inside
a universe where reality and fiction blended. As Lev Manovich puts it in The Language
of New Media1, cinema has shifted from kino-eye/kinoglaz (a technique implemented by
Dziga Vertov in the ’20s) to kino-brush, in other words, the institutionalization of computer generated imagery. Movies about extraterrestrials, narcotic delirium (Mars Attacks!,
Tim Burton, 1996; The Beach, Danny Boyle, 2000; Fear and loathing in Las Vegas, Terry
Gilliam, 1998) or indeed other creative lucubrations were now possible and credible; there
were more and more Oscar-winning fantasy productions such as the Lord of the Rings
series. The blending of genres becomes possible in indie cinema as well as mainstream
productions such as Pan’s Labyrinth (Guillermo del Toro, 2006) which is uniquely placed
at the juncture between a war movie, a fantasy film and a horror production. In addition
to European cinema, movies also borrowed elements from Asian cinema – martial arts
films (through the popularization of martial arts stars such as Jet Li and Jackie Chan) and
kung-fu movies. In addition, the way in which these movies were being filmed made the
audience feel like they were in an arena where they could be side-by-side with the character
and visualize the battle from every single angulation, as is the case with popular games like
Quake Arena or Counter Strike.
The interest for realism decreases during this decade, in favor of fantasy. Once this genre
has established itself, the desire to immerse the viewer even further becomes obvious – 3D
cinematography (with its variations such as 4DX, 7D and so forth), the interactive movie
(presenting the option to choose the ending of the movie) and other new media genres are
all developing quickly with the aim of total immersion of the audience.
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THE GARDEN OF FORKING PATHS – JORGE LUIS BORGES.
VIDEO GAMES’ INFLUENCE ON FILM.
In Poetics of Cinema, David Bordwell discusses a type of cinematography which gained
worldwide acceptance in the ’90s and which featured split narratives, in relation to the
fictional story penned by Jorge Luis Borges, The Garden of Forking Paths/ El jardín de senderos que se bifurcan. Bordwell’s two selections for movies that best represented the genre
are Kieslowski’s Przypadek/Blind Chance, (1987) and Tom Tykwer’s Run Lola Run (1998).
Borges tells the story of the novel written by the wise Ts’ui Pên, who speaks of multiple fictional, yet possible worlds; as opposed to the real world where a person faced with
multiple choices is forced to choose one, in this alternative universe, that person could
simultaneously opt for all of the possibilities, all of the outcomes. In other words, an infinite
line of parallel existences each having its own sequence of events are possible.
The fictional case put forward by Borges is applied in Tykwer’s film and it could also
be discussed as a primary source for video game aesthetics. Run Lola Run makes its debut
in 1998, one year prior to The Matrix, announcing the onset of a tendency that would
dominate the following decade – eXistenZ (David Cronenberg, 1999), Lara Croft: Tomb
Raider (Simon West, 2001), The Beach. These are but a few titles which make use of video
game tropes in order to tell esoteric stories about simulated realities and possible alternative
worlds. In these universes, entering the game simply means building your avatar, which has
its own new energy, a different physical appearance, surprising abilities (especially pertaining
to hand to hand combat, the ability to use any weapon, to overcome any obstacle etc.).
Run Lola Run has been discussed on ample occasions in terms of a music video (the film
could be viewed through the lens of the MTV clip), since everything seems to happen on
fast-forward, accompanied by a very alert soundtrack. Lola is supposed to get a considerable sum of money in a relatively short time-span and, just like in a video game, she goes
through three possible scenarios, each scenario incorporating a separate tragic element. As
in a fairytale, the hero must suffer a loss, otherwise he/she could not overcome the obstacle.
What’s different here is that these three roads simultaneously converge, as in Ts’ui Pên’s
fiction – in one of them Lola dies, in another, her lover dies and so forth. The events in
each row affect the other rows and this culminates with Lola running out of steam and
choosing to quit the game every so often. This scission is what makes Lola a multiple user,
who repeatedly attempts to finish the game, no matter the cost. Lola’s world is generic, at
any rate. It is like a schematic map from a game, showing battle arenas. There are some
encounters that she manages to dodge (and thus avoid their tragic outcomes, like the clash
with the old woman on the street) and other situations that she manages very poorly.
Another less ambitious film from the same year, Sliding Doors (1998), a film that Giles
Lipovetsky and Jean Serroy discussed in the Global Screen2 , regarding the avatars found
in the famous video game Second Life, is much less complicated. The life of the protagonist, Helen, is viewed from the perspective of her two possible scenarios: one where she
takes the metro and goes home and finds out that she is being cheated on, and the other,
where she walks home, ends up pregnant, etc. Since the options are very limited, Helen
goes through the same events, only with different men. And since destiny is implacable,
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both men are involved with other women in addition to her. The ending stays the same,
regardless of Helen’s decision on the metro ride. The end of the game is predetermined,
no matter what route the user decides to take.
Things get more complicated when there is no turning back. In The Matrix, Neo is
presented with the option of taking the red pill or the blue pill – the blue pill would not
change his way of life in any way, returning him to the simulated reality of the matrix,
while the red pill is associated with a superior knowledge, thus an exit from the matrix.
The Matrix itself is a comfortable cocoon, so the red pill, which releases the protagonist
from the shackles of society, also symbolizes his debut in fending for himself. Neo chooses
the red pill – which sends us to Plato’s allegory of the cave*. Much like Total Recall and
eXistenZ, in order to enter these virtual worlds, the user needs to connect to a complex
machine which immobilizes him throughout his journey. Again, the fairytale analogy:
the hero can’t return unchanged by his journey, even if his body did not physically move
from the spot where his story began. Every time he immerses himself into that virtual
world, he loses contact with his body, as well as his sense of reality. eXistenZ best illustrates
this existential crisis of the user – Ted Pikul (Jude Law) becomes increasingly aggressive,
willingly violent and sexualized when playing the game, while in his real life he remains a
very shy individual. The layers proposed by the console game eXistenZ are so intertwined
that in the end it is unclear whether he and Allegra Geller (Jennifer Jason Leigh), and all
of the other players, for that matter, had ever exited their avatars. This complete blurring
between reality and simulation is one of the chief preoccupations of ’90s films. Lara Croft
does not question her nature, but is absorbed by the conventions of the game. Angelina
Jolie is built up as a femme fatale with perfect features, with slightly robotic movements
and cat life syndrome (she is impossible to kill).
With Total Recall and Matrix as points of reference, lively discussions concerning the
harmful effects of video games have taken place. Talks tend to gravitate around the excessive
violence depicted in these video games, which often push the user to perform gratuitous
slaughter. The scission between user (timid, lonely kid) and his avatar (strong, aggressive,
masculine) has also been discussed in movies such as Elephant (Gus Van Sant, 2003, where
the perspective of the camera coincides with the perspective of the attacker, much like in
popular games such as Quake or Counter Strike, where the images are filmed in real time)
or American History X (Tony Kaye, 1998).
Perhaps the most impactful movie in this respect was James Cameron’s Avatar (2009),
which was already able to make use of excellent technology that could paint native civilization in neon colors, with genetically modified birds, etc. The premise is roughly the same,
with a colonizing hero sent under the guise of an avatar to gain the trust of the natives, by
* The resemblances between the Matrix and the Allegory of the Cave are numerous. For starters, for
Plato, the reality of the slaves was comprised of the shadows of real objects. Inside the matrix, reality is visually
augmented, thus the user sees a more colorized, more lively version of the surroundings – everything changes
for the user, for all of his senses. This brings the question of how the movie announces the advent of the VR
experience, which only uses a headset to immerse the user in a simulated world, which can be experienced
without limitations.
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posing as one of them. This was a unique opportunity for the protagonist, Jake, a young
paraplegic, to walk again. Immersion in such fantastic worlds where everything is possible
more often than not, implies compensation for a shortage – a shortage of friends, a lack
of trust, the incapacity to accept reality as it is, etc.

AUDIO-VISUAL SYNESTHESIA AND SYNERGY.
THE INFLUENCE OF FILMS ON VIDEO GAMES.
In his 2011 video essay Transmedia Synergies - Remediating Films and Video Games, Matthias
Stork discusses the influence of video games on movies and vice-versa, a phenomena that
was named transmedia synergies3 .
As early as the beginning of the ’90s, popular video games’ adaptations for film had
begun to emerge: Super Mario Bros (1993), Mortal Kombat (1995), Tomb Raider (2001),
Resident Evil (2002) or Doom (2005) are but a few titles. Although these adaptations
were as rudimentary as they could be, in their attempt to emulate the feel of the source
material, the emergence of new technology enabled the visual interface of both films and
games to develop side by side. As Stork points out in his video essay, the actual gaming side
includes interludes of a more passive nature (cut-scene actions, where the actual gameplay
is interrupted by pre-made videos created to improve the storytelling, to engage dialogue
between characters). These scenes were initially placed at the beginning of the game, to
inform the player about the mission at hand, his instruments, the map, so forth. As time
went by, though, they gradually began to appear towards the middle of the game – the
game-play stops, the music changes to an extra diegetic theme, a voice from the offscreen
makes an appearance, informing the player that he is on the right path within the logic of
the game. On the other hand, these insertions have a purely cinematic effect. Games that
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follow stories initially produced as movies with worldwide success such as The Godfather,
Harry Potter etc., are also worth mentioning.
The perspective of the player changes with cinematographic influence: in games such
as GTA or in strategy games (Tycoon, Second Life or Sims), the perspective is top-down
(eagle-eye view), while games such as Need for Speed require a more participant stance from
the player, although still neutral (the third person).
The shift toward the first-person game was the true moment when video games became
participant – generally those that involve violence, games that aim at a total immersion of
the player in the game world. Here is where the intersection between the mediums comes
into play – video games bring participant experience and dynamism to films, while movies
shape the visual structure of video games, enriching their meta-narrative potential.
If in the beginning, their purpose was purely escapist, visiting a completely fictional
world, video games have since become more preoccupied with form and with enhancing
their potential to reflect reality. From this point on, until the VR experience, the journey has
not been very long: VR books are increasingly accessible for consumers, 3D cinema could
easily be brought into our homes, through wide screen TVs and 3D glasses. The increased
accessibility of these instruments could lead to the level of detachment feared during the
’90s, once we’ve acquired the ability to visit the Versailles, the Louvre, the Vatican or a
remote Caribbean island through virtual instruments, rendering physical travel ultimately
futile. Nevertheless, people believed in the 2000s’ omen, and then the Maya calendar came
to an end in 2012 – I could easily name other past forebodings of the apocalypse.
Many pessimists identify progress (especially scientific progress) with the end of mankind. On the contrary, I think that, in this case, technology will make significant steps
towards virtual and possible worlds – as real life is starting to feel gray – but will not
ultimately alter how we define what is human.
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